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VP calls school unsuitable for storage
r.~' (;inny 1.1"1"
Siaff Wrill"r

The Springmore S{'hool in
Carbondale, vacated this fall. is
not suitdblE' for library storagE'
USE' by the UnivE'rsity. ac·
cording to ClarE'ncE' Dougherty.
vice prE'sident of campus SE'rvices.
CarbondalE' EIE'mE'ntarv
School District 95 has oflered
the 24,OOO-square·foot building.
located at 409 N. SpringE'r. to
any public institution in thE'
area for a low price -- possibly
as low as $1.
"A taxing body can deed it to
another taxing body for a small
fee," said Anita Lenzini.
chairwoman of the District 95
Board of Education. "Wf' \\' )uld

likE'
to
mak('
~omf'
arrang('mE'nts In Ihe com.
munity,"
Lenzini said that the hoan'
first offered the huilding. "hich
is about l' -' miles from the SIt"r campus, ior sale 10 local
public agE'ncies at a community
meeting in late ,Julv. (,harle's
Uindersman. vice president of
l'niversity rE'lations. was at the
meeting rE'presenting Sll'-c'
she said.
The l'niversitv has not made
a formal response ah'lut
Springmore, LE'nzini added.
DoughE'rty said recently that
the building is not what thp
University was looking for
because it is multi-level. has no
air-conditioning or humidity

control and the heatmg system
nE'E'ds rE'pair.
He said that although i1E' has
not examined the school for the
pur~nse of lihrary storage. hp
has ht-~n insidf' it sewral limps
m the pas! ,md IS f"miliar with
its condition
Dougherty said tlJat the sizf'
of the building "is such that it
would not suffice ven long"
and the "load limit on the floors
is not adequatE'
"In my opinion," Springmore
School is not adeqU<lte tor
library storage net'ds," he said.
"The l'nivt'rsit\' was interE'sted
in a large \\arE'house with
numiditv control."
Tht' i'niversitv is ·:urrent!v
waiting for th(; statr Capital

Dt'H'lopnlPnt Board to approve
th(' pllrcha~t' of Ihf' Braey
BUIlding in :\Iarion. and rplf'as('
$1.6 milhon for thl' purchast' It
would tw lls('d to stort' in·
frt'qupntly ust'd material from
the
o\"prrrowd .. d
;'.(orrls
I.ibrary
Kl'nneth Peterson, dean of
librarv al"fair~. saId th"t
although the building was ciost'r
to campus. it would need work
on the heating sy<;tt'm and installation of an air conditiOning
svstem
"Ho\n'\·er. the difft'rt'nce
betw('t'n
th('
price
of
Springmort' School and thl' Cust
of rt'no\"ating it. Pt'terson said,
led him to believt' thaI the
school "would bl' a considerahly

cht'aper cost."
Larry Havens. of Havl'ns
Rt'aitors in Carbondale, {'onfirml'd Tuesdav that he contaelt'd Dougherty last wt'ek
about another building that is
lor salE' in Carbondale. Just t'ast
of the Gardt'n Park Apartmt'nts
on East Park Street.
Tht' l'nivt'rsity had rented the
building for offict' space about
sev('n years ago. Havens said.
and it has been vacant since
that timl',
Ha\'t'ns said the 26 ::;00square-foot building couid be
purchased for between $250,(XlO
and $265.000. but would need lAp
to about $.100,000 to "bring it
See SCHOOL, Page 3
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Council kills Cook's proJposal;
fears unruly cro'wds, lawsuit
B,· Mike :lil"lson

siarr Writer

UndergraduatE' Student
Organization President Jerry
Cook believes that placing
portable chE'mical toilets on the
Strip during Halloween would
solve a lot of sanitation
problems.
However. Cook's proposal
met with a cool response from
the City Council Monday night.
The council agreed that por-

I;us sa\'s thf' ('ih Council
thought -the idf'a Jerry cookl"d
up was sort of smelly.

table toilets would help cuntrol
sanitation problems, but fl'lI
that issul's of liability and
saft'ty
outweighed
any
sanitation advantal!e.
In his monthly .J·.!drt'ss to the
council. Cook proposed that the
City of Carbondale re-evaluate
its policy in regards to the <lSI" of
"porta-potties." Cook said t~at
providing the toilets dunng
Halloween weekend might stop
people from urinating in alleys
and behind tuildings.
The feasibility of Cook's
proposal was questioned by
Assistant City l\lanager Scott
Ratter. Ratter said that lack of
ways to secure the toilets is a
major reason the city opposes
the prop<isal.
"We car. expect they will be
knocked down, dama~ed and
t'ven passed up and down the
crowd like pe,'ple at football
games,"
Ratter
:;aid.
"Something similiar was done
three years ago on Halloween.
w:-'en a Volkswagen ""as passed
upand down the crowd on So(!th
Illinois Avenue ...

Ratter said that placing tht'
toilets downtown would pose a
safety hazard to pt'oplt' using
them. "Imagine What might
happen to a person using one of
those toilets if it were pit'Ked up
or knocked over by tht' t'rowd."
he said.
Ratte. also said liabilit" - to
the city, to the Vnivt'rsity "and to
'!;... VSO - is a major .~oncern of
the council.
"1( someone is injured, then
the city and possibly thl'
t:niversity might be sut'd." he
said. "And I wouldn't rull' out
the individual heads of the city
and the rniversity being sued
eitht'r."
Ratter said olacing toilets on
South Illinois Avenue dur;ng
Halloween weekend would
violatl' both city and SIV-C
policies ot not condoning any
aspect of (ht' Halloween
festivities.
III' said that with an average
of 1:l.()I',() partit'rs packing the
Strip each Hallowt't'n. "wt'
See COOK, Page 3

. , messages
Preacher fi.n d s ' satanic

He denounces rock 'n' roll
By Andrew Herrmann
Staff Writer

says in his Memphis-bred accent, "I worry about
what's happeni~ to the young people in this
country," one IS inclined to believe him.
Duvall will be speaking on the rock 'n' roll issue
Thursday in Ballro<'m A of the Student Center at i
p.m. and will be in Carbondale until Oct. 7th at the
Maranantha Christian Center, 715 S. University
Avenue.
"I can't help but see what rock musir h'ls
become since the late '60s," he says. ''The
rebellion, the sex, the alcohol, the drugs, the
violence. And in the seminar I don't even deal with
those. I wouldn't have time to discuss all this.
Young people can see this side of the music, they
don't need my help. Rut I'm afraid they're
missing the spiritual side, the dark side, the underlying influence of Satan."
He is concerned mostly with what he calls ·'the
anti-religious connotatiors that k€ep coming
across in rock music and on album covers."
Connotations that people who 3l{'n't Bible readers
don't see nor understand, he says. For example,
he questions the presence of invE:"ted crosses,
snakes, dragons and other satanic symbols on
album jackets which he sees as an "continual

Rock 'n' roll is not good-time music, according
to Bob Duvall, and he wants the young people of
this country to stop listening to it. Or at least m~t
of it.
Duvall, a 34-year-old ,'lrmer insurance
manager and now a traveling minister, says the
world's youth is being inundated with satanic
ideas and inHuences through rock 'n' roll music.
And, he says, they're "swallowing it hook, line
and sinker."
Duvall is a born-again preacher, whose calHng
is to speak at universities across the United States
for the fundamentalist church of the Maran.ltha
International Ministries. He preaches on a variety
of issues but, he says, the rock seminar always
"seems to be the one that packs them in."
He is a modern, air-fare preacher whose approach is not necessarily fire and brim~tone, but a
rational, hiblical approach to the e~lls he sees
living in most of today's rock musIc. Affable,
handsome, ? firm handshake and the manners of
a southern gentlemen are all part of the Bob
Duvall package.
And he seems to speak with sincerity. When he See ROCK, Page 3

Slaff Photo by Rich Saal
Ev~r

see a bear ride a bike? Well, if you haven't,check out
Wally :-O;agll!in and his performing bruins. who will show their
"'uffat 11 a.m . .'md i:30p.m, Wednesday at the Arena.

Unusal animal acts
part of Ringling circus
Bv Cvnthia Rector
sian -Writer
Have vou ever seen 20
elephant.~ corllplete a circle
by stancling on top of each
other, front legs to backs~
If not. you probably don't
realize the thrill. My favorite
; part ofthe Ringling Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey Circus
Tuesday afternoon were the
elephants.
And when I asked an 8vear-old boy named Andy
what he liked best about the
circus.
he,
too.
said
"Elephant. "
Amv Hall, 2, disagrt'ed.
What -pleased her most was
the monkey act. Amy shyly
mumbled, with a little help
from her father.
That's what's so great
about "The Greatest Show on
Earth." It has something to
please kids of all ages.
Gunther Gebel-Williams'
work with animals was
featured throughout the
three-hour show. TJt~ cirrus
program claims the blond,
sequined star had worked
with "almost every performing animal by the time
he was 20." His oldest child, a
daughter, is now 18. She, his
wife, and son accompany him

and his animal menagerie on
tour.
Just about every kind of
animal that walks was found
personEying a huma~ activitv from three chimps
cram~ed onto a motorcycle
to a horst' taking a nap. The
crowd saw every dog from a
poodle to a setter slink down a
sliding board, and an
elephant standing on it's
"hands"
Except for a bear who roUe
a nelE' as well as am' chimp.
the- traditionally less-tame
mt''Tlbers of the animal
kingdom performed more
animalistic things, like sitting on chairs at the crack of
a whip The tigers and
leopards were the most exciting, because of their
friskinesS and the closeness
Gebel-Williams achieve'S with
them - he evcn gave an
inti mat" hug to one of his
leop;:.rds at the end of his act,
and is alive to do it again.
The high wirt' acts, the
halancing acts. and the
acrobatic daredevil acts were
all there, too. The second half
of the show was much more
exciting in terms of human
terror and suspense.
SI"I" ('IRtTS, Page 2
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News Roundup--

Hoye, local minister square off
at forum on Sunday wine sales
Bv :\like :"IIelson

Rev. Leslie Pappas, who voiced
his opposition to the request.
Pappas said ht' was opposed
to Hoye's request in principlt',
saying that he is against
anything which weakens the
institutions ,,! religion. home
and family. Pappas also said
that granting Hoye's request
might allow others to make
similiar \'e'-1uests.
"If the City Council approves
this request, then the barn
doors would be open," he said.
Hoye disagreed with Pappas'
line of reasoning. "I do not
believe this is a religious issut',"
he said. "Religious beliefs are a
personal matter."
Hoye said ht' has no desire to
sell wine or champagne before 1
p.m. Sundays, but he intended
by making the request to show
his appreciation for his
customers.
"By giving away a complimentary glass of wine or
champagne, we only want to

siarr Writer

Both contestants stepped into
the ring. anticipating a fight.
But when the bell rang, no one
appeared to be the winnt'r.
Only two Pt'OPIt' showt'd up to
express their vit'wpoints at a
public hearing Monday concerning Holiday Inn owner Stan
Hoye's request to serve wine
early Sundays.
And one of them was Stan
Hoye.

la;~,d~~ afc~~~n~a~i~ s~~u~~
consumed in licensed premises
between the hours of 2 a.m. and
1 p.m on Sundays. Hoye has
asked the City Council to permit
the Holiday Inn to serve wine or
champagne with food beginning
at 10 a.m. Sundavs.
Hove delivered a brief address to the council. giving the
reasons behind his request.
Hoye was precedeed by the

$20 million rain damage in Utah
SALT LAKE CITY CAP) - Rain pelted Ut!\h for the fourth
straight day Tuesday. hampering efforts 10 curb flooding
which has closed roads and canyons, forced evacuations and
caused up to $20 million damage.
Thousands of volunteers worked to sandbag canals and
rivers. and Salt Lake County appealed for more workers. City
residents were asked to conserve water.
The National Weather Service said a stronger stonn system
would move into Utah on Wednesday, bringing up to an inch of
rain and possibly snow to Salt Lake County.
The stonns, which began Saturday and increased in in·
tensity Sunday and Monday, flooded about 2,000 homes in the
state's most populous county, forcing evacuation of about 400
residents, officials said.

express our appreciation to
those people who stay in Car·
bondale to have their Sunday
brunch," he said.
Hoye appe.... red suprised that
the request was seen by so
many as controversial. adding
that "this is only a request, not
a demand."
Immediatelv
after
the
hearing, members of the Liquor
Advisory Board met at City Hall
to consider Hoye's request
According to City Clerk Jan!.'t
Vaught, the consensus of the
board was to recommend denial
of the request.

Shultz, Gromyko discuss summit
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Secretary of State George P.
Shultz and Soviet ForeIgn Minister Andrei Gromyko met on
Tuesriay to discuss relations between their two countries, but
U.S. officials predicted little progress toward easing tensions.
The Soviets have indicated on four recent occasions their
interest in a po"..sible summit conference between Soviet
President Leonid l. Brezhnez and President Reagan.
A senior State Department official told reporters in
Washington last week that ;t was certain to be raised in the
Shultz-Gromyko meeting. "I\'s a subject they will discuss:
said the official, who did not want to be identified.

Vaught said that because only
two members of the ht.:>rd were
prt'sent, a formal recommendation could not b' madt'
However, sht' indicatt'd that the
board would makt' an informal
recommt'ndation to deny
Hoye's request at its formal
meeting Oct. 4.

u.s. does not share liability

Wallace battles to win black l'oters
MONTGOMERY. Ala. CAP) - Former Gov. George C.
Wallace, battlilog hard ior the black votes he once sc'Jrned, put
his stormy pohtical CBreer on the line Tuesday in a
~~~ratic primary runoff against Lt. Gov. George Mc-

for massacre, Reagan says
WASHINGTO~
(AP)
President Rt'agan said Tuesday
night that the United States
does not share responsibility for
the massacre of Palestinians in
Beirut because Aml'rican
Marines were withdrawr, only
after accompli!'hing their sole
mission of I!vacuating PLO
fighters.
The Marines are poised now
to re-enter Lebanon, ordered
there because of the wave of
killings in Palestinian refugee
camps.
..... I believe that we are going
to be successful in seeing the
other foreign forces leave
Lebanon," Reagan said. He
said when the situation is well in
hand, the l'Ilarines will once
again depart.
Reagan was asked at a White
House news conference what he
would do if new fighting should
erupt, and embroil American
forces. He said he does not
expect that, then declined to
discuss further a question he
called hypothetical.
In what has become a news
conference pattern, Reagan
began ..... ith a prepared
statement
defending
his
economic program and blaming
the Democrats for recession

and unemployment. He said
inflation has beer, cut in half.
interest rates arE' declining, and
"thert' are other sign!' that
wt"re heading to..... ard <1 &.",'<l
recovery. "
The president acknowledged
that there is a long way to go,
with economic indicators
pointing to a continuing slump
and with unemployment at 9.8

c:~~:rn~ff ~~~n h: e S!~~e ..,:we're

Wallace, now 6S and confined to a wheelchair since he was
shot in an assas5ination attempt 10 years ago, already has
been governor a record three times. But recanting his
segregationist ~t~ds of .old, he resurfaced after a four-year
layoff from poittIcs, sayIng he now represents "the average
man and woman, black and white."

Lake Zurich school strike ends
By The Associated Press

Students in Lake Zurich School District 95 returned to
classrooms Tuesday after striking teachers and the district's
board of education reached a tentative agreement in all-night
talks.
Terms of the settlement were withheld until tbe new contract is put to a vote.

CIRCUS from Page 1
The Carrillo Brothers were
the first act which brought
shrieks from the crowd, I
became
a
little
uncomfortable when someone
strutting around 30 feet up on
a high 'hire decided to bring
out a chair to sit on.
The horrified sound intensified when one Carrillo
brother stood atop the chair,
and continued until he had sat
down. safely, his balancing
wand at last steady.
Most of the circus was this

CHmttHouSE
701 B S. Illinois Avenue
Carbondale, Illinois
TEL 618/549-5032

• New Location
-MoreSeat,
• Much Better ,~tmolphe,.e
• ae.t Food In ('dale at
Realonable Price.
• Food elpeclally prepared
for Malaysian & MUllim Itudentl
MON THRU THURS 11-10
FRIDAY 11-11

Saturday 4-11 pm
4-10 pm

WEEKLY SPECIAL

504 DISCOUNT ON ALL OtOw MEIN DISHES
INCLUDING CHINESE STYLE
SOFT NOODLES
GOOD UNTIL OCT. 3, 1982
t~:lg~ :0,

McMillan, a 33-year-i>ld moderate who drew the backing of
such black leaders as Coretta Scott King and the Rev. Jesse
Jackson, predicted an upset victory over Wallace as clear
~~u~~d mild temperatures inspired a medium-to-heavy

He urged Congress to act
before its campaign recess on
t'conomic bills including appropriations to fit his budget. a
constitutional amt'ndment to
require balanced budgets in the
long-term future, and the admini:::!ration job training bill.
Earlier, Reagan accused
some members of Congress of
trying to exploit the nation's
economic problems instead of
passing "the legislation needed
to set U,ings right."
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way. I "as awed by what a
human body could do and by
what an animal trainer and
his following could do
together_
I hope it isn't only those
who watch Sat:.!rday morning
cartoons who ·:ome to see
"The Greatest Show on
Earth." After much debate, I
gave up watching cartoons
regularly. College will do
that. But I still appreciate
elephants who can do head
stands.
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GSC to consider stand
against Bracy purchase
By Robert Green
Staff Writer

Bob Duvall, a born-again preacher, speaks out

Staff Photo by Doug Janvrin
against satanic messages In rock 'n' roll.

ROCK from Page 1
mockery of Christianity and Jesus Christ."
A symbol which Duvall believes is one of the
most preferred in the rock industry is that of the
pentagram, or five·sided star, which appears on
various albums including AC-DC and Rush
albums. The pentagram, he states, is a symbol
used to call demons. The thunderbolt wrich appears between the letters of the AC-DC iogo and on
many Black Sabbath albums is also a symbol of
Satan, Duvall says.
The goat is another Satanical s)'mbol he says.
The goat has appeared on various album jackets
- in the form of a leg in a woman's shoe on the
Rolling Stones album, "Tattoo You," and it was
also the name of another Stones record, "Goat's
Head Soup," he says.
But what convinces most students, Duvall says,
is the presence of high speed subliminal messages
and "backward maskmg" or phrases which are
only audible when played in reverse.
Duvall carries with him tapes of various backward masked songs in which he believes satanic
messages appear. On the song, "Another One
Bites the Oust" by the group Queen, the message
"Start to smoke marijuana" can be heard when
the song is played backwards, he says. .
In "Stairway to Heaven" by Led Zeppelin, one
phrase, when played forward, L~ heard ~ " ...yes,
there are two paths you can go oy, but In the long
run, there's stiD time to change the road you'~e
on." However. Duvall says, when played In

reverse, the same phrase states, "My sweet
Satan, no other made a path, for it makes me sad.
whose power is Satan."
He conceeds that some groups do this as a
gimmick, "but I question where the idea for the
gimmick comes from. U they wanted to have a
backwards gimmick, why didn't they say 'buy 10
more albums.' Why this continous mocking of
Christ'?"

A resolution rearrirming
oppO!'\ition to the University's
plan to purchase the Bracy
Building in Marion will be
discussed at the Graduate
Student Council meeting at i
p.m. Wednesday in the Student
Center Mississippi Room.
The building, which will cost
SI.6 million. would be used as a
library storage facility.
Paul
Matalonis.
GSC
president. said the council has
supported administration
proposals to purchase a facility
for storing library books - but
not the Bracy Building
"The issue is in the forefront
again, and we want them to
know how we stand." :\Iatalonis
said. "We have been opposed to
the building pU"chase because it
is too far away a .. d inaccessible
to graduate siuden/s."
In other bUsiness. the council
will discuss the l'niversitv's
consideration of a $6.60 increase
in the revenue bond fee. The fee
is used to payoff bonds used to
fund the building of the Student
Center and residence halls.
Bruce Swinburne. vice

president for student affairs.
said the administration is
considering two alternatives: a
$6.60 increase in the revem:e
bond fee. or a $.10 increase in
student housing fees com bined
with a S3 increase in the Student
Center fee.
The revenue bond f-;:e is now
$46.20 and the Student Center
fee is $29.
The GSC executive board
discussed the fee increase last
week. :\Iatalonis said. but was
unable to decide which alternative to support. He said the
council may wait for student
body input before taking a stand
on the matter.
In other business the council
will discuss a resolution
regarding the l"niversity'S
recent decision to more
stringently enforce the ban on
alcoholic
beverages
at
McAndrew Stadium
:'tlatalonis said the resolution
will "convey disappointment
for the lack of constituencv
input into the decision.
.
"The decision itself doesn'(
concern us. but the fact that it
was made without student input," he said

COOK from Page 1

would need an awful lot of these
tOilets to accommodate that
He says he is also aware that there is no kind of crowd . .,·
Mayor Hans Fischer agreed
scientific proof substantiating that backwards
messages can be heard when played forward, but with Ratter. saying the council's
comes from many
still he believes that they do influence people's yearsposition
of experience with
minds and morals.
Halloween celebrations.
Traveling around the country as he does.
Cook. however. was unspeaking on such a controversial topic oc- daunted by the council's lack of
casionally results in hostility. "Sometimes the !'ul-port for his proposal. saying
audiences get wild. But then, I talk about that its uttitude toward the
something that is very important and close to
college students - rock music. 1'" , had some
problems where some students inte. TUpt me as
I'm speaking and they're asked to leave. But I'm back to where it would be
alway!! wUling to answer any questions af- serviceable."
Havens said Dougherty inlerwards," DuvaJJ says.
dicaled to him that the building
Duvall doesn't "necessarily" advocate the was
not adequate for library
destroying of rock albums but he does believe that
true Christians should DOt listen to this "satanic- ~!~r::ir~bleDO~!her:!mm:~:
influenced music."
Tuesday.
"Once you accept the Lord, you won't need to
"I was calling (the Univerlisten to this stuff anyway," he said.

problem "is nothmg new."
"I realize that this proposal is
not a c1ear·cut answer to the
problem." Cook said An
equ;!able solution might be
reached. he said, if the city and
l"niversitv
would
work
together ..
Cook said he plans to present
a
more
comprehensive
sanitation plan to City :\lanager
Carroll Fry soon.

SCHOOL from Page 1
sity) as a real estate salesman.

doing my best to sen a CU1!otoTn.,..

real estate that 1 had hoped
would fulfill their needs."
Havens said. "In talking to Mr.
~~Ug~~~~~ i:;{or;::l:e ~:;
humidity controls in it, is airconditioned and is all on one
level."

September, 1982
Dear Colleagues in the University Community:
This is an appeal for help with Senator Ken Buzbee's campoign. This ap~eal is being made on
behalf of Senator Buzbee by several of his friends in the SIUC commUnity. Ken Buzbee h.olds
bachelor's and master's degrees from SIUC, and he has been a friend and supporter of the ~nI~er.
sity during his entire 10 years in the State Senate, As Chairman of the crucial Approprooh~ns
1\ Committee, Ken is in a pivotal position to help the university in particular, and educatIon
in nerat and he has used that position well on our behalf.
I;
Ii;"e for us to help Ken Buzbee. Ken faces a tough re·election challenge. His opponent
15
and aggressi.. e. These are several specific ways you con help:
(1) Volunteer your time
(2) Talk to others
(3) Give money

·::ow
~ell-financad

Ken'lS havi
fund-raiser in DuQuoin at 1he FiBt Heat Restaurant on the Fairgrounds on Oct.
ober 14th from
Pleas. flan to attend. Also, there is a form attached to this
on
which you can indicate the ways you tan support Ken Buzbee. Please do the university. the regIon,
and yourself a favor by doing Ken a favor.

1:~m-9:00pm.

a~

Sincerely.
Elizabeth Eames
Randall Nelson

-----------------------------------------Name: ___________________________________________________________

AddnRs ___________________________________________________

P~.---------------------------------------------'do want to attend the Buzbee fund raiser, and' need tickets.
- - - I can do some volunt_r work at the campoign headquarters.
- - - - I can do some volunteer work at my home.
.
- - - - I will taka a yard sign. literatur., bumper stick.r (circl. each deSIred)
You can count on m. to vote for Ken and to lalk to others about him.

==

This ad il paid for by: " . . . . of I(.., IuziIM Commi_ P.O.Io. 3211 Carbondale, II. 62'01
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Opinion &Gommentary

Marines in Lebanon
are necessary for peace
PRESIDEST RE..\G.-\.'IIj'S order sending the Marines to Lebanon
for the !ieCond time in a month evokes unwelcome memories of
Vietnam. Phrases in official statements like "as long as
necessary:' "a limited period." and "open ended commitment" to
describe the length of stay of the Marines do not help to still those
memories.
TIlOSE AD\·OC.-\TISG an active role for the Marines. and by
extension the United States. in Lebanon. have their confidence
bolstered by the success of the first mission. But this second mission
is different. The length of time for the second mission bas not been
fixed. the area and nature of the operation has not been as clearly
deCined and the active peacekeeping role envisioned this time. as
opposed to the former essentially supervisory role, raises the
chances of casualties.
TIlE ALTEit:'liAT!\'ES to this risk bowever. are either continued
occupation of Lebanon by her neigbbors or renewal of sectarian
civil war.
The Cnited States is under no obligation to take this risk. except
perbaps the moral duty of doing her share for peace in the world.
Refusing to get involved. bowever, wiil be counterproductive for
both the Middle East and the United S.ates. The prestige and trust
built up by the work of Philip Habib, the success of the earlier
mission by the ~Iarines and the daring new peace proposals by
Reagan can be lost. The opportunity to take a lead in the
peacemaking process both in Lebanon and the whole of the ~Iiddle
East \\ill be wasted.
HOWE\'ER REAL THE danger of Marine casualties is. it is
definiteh' preferable to what could happen if this risk is not taken.
Care should be taken. though. that the lessons learned in Vietnam
be heeded and President Reagan be aware of the danger of being
sucked into a quagmire.

--~etters-

Prejudice, innuendo
are bad tactics to use
Prejudice and innuendo
ha\'e no place in respectable
journalism. :\ newspaper has
a duty to be objective and
factual. Hopefully. our
journalism department
stresses this, but it seems to
have failed in the case of
Khalid )1. Suleiman.
Mr. Suleiman's letter on
our "Zionist" controlled
media (DE. Sept. 17; was an
appalling examplE' of how
easy it is to pass prejudice
and paranoia for truth to
fact
and
taint
twist
reputations.
Among the letter's glaring
misconceptions are many
examples of innattentiveness
to major details. One such
specimen was Suleiman's
placement of Abu Zuneima ir.
the Israeli ~egev. In ac·
tuality Abu Zuneima is
located on the West Bank of
the Sinai. some 150 miles
from the Negev.
He also mentions a concentration camp. something
that does not exist in Israel.
There was not even a prison
at the Site which is now, and
was at the time of the purported incident. in Egyptian
hands.
Sulelman also describes his
protagonist, James Taylor,
as a "prominent" editor at
T.V. Guide. In reality he held
the lowest editorial position
at that periodical, a job he
never aspired beyond in 24
,'pars. This leads one to
qut>"tion Suleiman's liberal
use of superlatives.
Bt'vond such obvious
inaccuracies. however. is a
mU('h more worrisome
qllillity, The letter i!ll'~)rporates stereotypes ID
Page 4.

their broadest C'Jntext to
paint an image of a Zionist
oligarchy controlling our
media hIte a puppeteer \\;th a
marionette. He ~tates that
this control h<!s made it a
dangerous. even fatal.
practice to speak out against
Israel. even in our own
country.
He would also have us
assume that whoev<'r is
Jewish is also Zionist.
ignoring the fact that
Judaism is a religious belief.
and Zionism secular. making
them frequently mutually
exclusive.
He also ignores American
official protests against the
Iraqi raid. the invasion of
West Beirut and the tragic
Palestinian slaughter. Also
conveniently overlooked are
the protests to these events by
many Israelis and foreign
Jews.
The tactics of Suleiman
bear a ttisturbing rest"l'Oblance to thuse Qf Joseph
McCarthy and Nazi Germany. The letter is an embarrassment for our journ~m department. coming
from one of its graduate
students. The work was more
oefitting of such "jour·
nalism" as Pravda or ~
!liational Enquirer.
I hope we as a people have
become insusceptible to such
deception. It is much too easy
to believe the half-truths that
appeal to our emotions and
feed our fears and prejudices.
In faith I believe history has
taught us better. - "Iieheal
('. Majehrowitz. Junior,
Journalism.
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More speak out a~ainst
Bracy
..
Ask again for money to build storage
Recenli\'. I have been
following "the library st~~a~e
issue. and after making 100tiai
inquiries about the matter. I
ha\'e come to the conclusion
that the Bracv Building plan
may not be the best option for
book storage.

McLafferty Drive Ijust west of
the Communications BuildingJ.
Other universities have built
library storage buildings for
between $370.000 and $500,000. I
realize that a state law prohibits
the allocation of funds for ne".
buildings on this campus f(lr
1982.

First. the building will cost
51.6 million. Gov. Thompson has
appropriated the total amount.
Fine. Other than the fact that
$1.6 million seems overpriced
for a building that has remained
unused for four years, that
money does not cover the costs
of general reconstruction
needed to change the warehouse
into a library storage building.
How mucb will that cost and
from where is that money
comin2?
Second. Williamson County
will lose thOU5a,'ds of dollars
annually since SIU-C will not
have to pay taxes on the
Juilding.
Third. the building is 15 miles
av..ay and will be inconvenient
for students needing access to
the books. A building closer to
campus.
with
browsing
pr~vileges. would be more
accessible to students' needs.
Perhaps a bet~ option would
be to build a new building along

But 1983 is only three months
away. Is it not possible to wait a

few mol"~ months, ask our
representdtives to propose a bIll
to allocate funds for a ne\\
building, offer a contract to a
building company in Jackson
Count\,. save Williamson
County taxpayers thousands (,f
dollars. meet student needs and
save the state more than $1
million? :\felanie Zermt'r,
(iraduatt' Student. Center for
('rime Study.

Moms's dream died with him
How can buying an old
grocery warehouse 13 miles
from campus be considered a
viable alternative to the Morris
Library storage problem? In an
age where fuel cost can only go
up. why does the Uliiversity
want to shuttle between Marion
and Carbondale?
How can the learning process
be expected to improve when
students. in order to find an
..item of little use". must look
through the catalog. select the
item they think will apply. wait
until the item can be brought
back to campus. and then see it
it is what they need?
If Cornell University built an
on-campus facility designed to
store 500.000 books for about

S790.000. why can't SIU? Instead SIU wants to speno 1.6
million
for
a
grc.cery
warehouse.
worth
about
$300.000. for temporary storage.
Something is dreadfully wWlg
somewhere in the SIl: svstem.
the state government. or both.

The Iibrarv is the center of
learning on campus. Instead of
culting back on other items SIt'
cuts library hours and staff.
cuts down the amount of
periodicals the library receives.
and then wants to secure
storage space 13 miles from
campus! It is indeed a shame
that President Morris' dreams
for SIU died with him. - Kevin
E. Perkins. Seonior, Agricultural
Education

No, Mr. Mace, I am not convinced
WeII. Mr. Mace. I was (!fie of
those who complained about
your receiving a S50.000 salary
while on leave. To this day I
maintain that it was unjustified.
I found nothing in your
statements to the DE to change
my mind either. The fact that
you taught at no extra pay, or
v.;tboutsabbatica1 is irrelevant.
"You snooze, youlose". always
say.
Nor am I impressed by the
fact that you have "used 7 or 8

major examples in class grade school -and high school
already," or that you plan to teachers, any first-year teacher
hold a seminar in a "year or just out of college could teD you
so." Great, 7 or 8 examples, that.
even major ones (what's a
minor one?), at $50,000 means it
No, Mr, Mace, I am totally
cost the taxpayers anywhere unconvinced. Please do not
from $6250 to $7142 per exam- perceive this letter as an attack
ple. I've got lots of examples for on you, but of aU the examples
sale, and • doubt we'D ever see of waste that I have seen in the
that seminar.
11 years that I have been
associated with this University,
Witb respect to what the this has to be one of the worst.learned council found on the Tinaothy J. F.r•••• Ie.lor.
lack of trainina of. or respect of, Law.

Student auditions

8S

clown

Clown college competition tight
R~' Juliana t\nastasoff
Staff Writf'r

So ya wanna join the circus~

Try becoming one of the
greatest clowns on earth for the
greatest show on earth.
That's what Dana Nelson
senior
in
Cinema
and
Photography, did when he
auditioned for the Ringling
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey
Circus' Clown College Tuesday
at the SIU-C Arena. The circus
arrived in Carbondale Monday
and will hold performances at
11 a.m. and 7 :30 p.m. Wed.
nesday.
Chuck Sidlow, who has been
with the circus for five seasons
is "boss clown" for the sho~
and college, "We can teach you
circus skills, but we can't teach
you to be a clown. That is
something that has to come
from inside you," he said to
Nelson before the audition.
In the audition, Nelson was
asked to d:splay some of his
self·taught talents such as
juggling, comedy and balance
tricks. He had to portray
several characters Sidlow
spontaneously demanded of
him, such as a photographer, an
astronaut and a varietv of
animals, wild and trained~
At the audition Nelson met
with
a
Clown
College
representative so that the
college may be more familiar
with him when it sele.~ts next
years' students.
The college, held in the
Winter Quarters Arena of
Staff Photo by Ricb Saal
Ringling Brothers and Barnum
& Bailey Circus in Venice, Dana Nelson. SIU-C senior, auditions for clown coUege,
Flordia, consists of an annual
eight-week session. beginning in and producer of the circus. It is
the past, the mechanics' of
late September. Tuition for the the only professional training
visual comedy and the uncollege is free but students pay school in the world devoted
derstanding of circus animals.
their own room and board.
exclusively to training and
"This is som.,-thing that 1 love.
Sidiow said the college selects instructing in the art, crafts and
th.tt I reaHv want to do," said
Iii' ~tudents from the more than skills of circus clowning, with a
Neu;:m. "j'm pretty thick·
5.0'.0 applications received per iaculty of more than 20
skinned and bull·headed. so I'U
vear. He said out of L"tose 60, professional clowns and other
just keep on trying until I make
only the upper crus! of th~ class circus performers.
it."
are offered contracts With the
In addition to classes in
Good seats are still available
circus, which tours 11 and a half c1own·related arts, crafts and
for the circus' 11 a.m. permonths out of the year.
skills, the college offers lectures
formance Wednesday. For the 7
The coll~ge was established in on subjects such as the origins
Ci~Chrr1~~~~n~~~ :~::;I~blS:
1968 by Irvin Feld. president of clowning, famous clowns of

Kidnapped man escapes unharmed
GEORGE WEST. Texas (API
- A kidnapped firefighter
escaped from the trunk of his
moving car Tuesday after being
held for 38 hours by a man who
allegedly buried another kidnap
victim underground for four
days.
Coby Garland Hamilton, the
27-year-old firefighter, was
hungry but unharmed.
State, federal and local officers immediatel~ began
searching the mesqulte-choked
South Texas rangeland for his

alleged abductor, identified as
Ronald Floyd White.
Authorities said Hamilton,
who also worked as a
newspaper carrier, escaped at
about 3 a.m. as his car was
being towed near George West.
a town 200 miles southwest of
Houston.
Montgomery County sheriff's
spokesman Ed deForest quoted
Hamilton as saying he was
delivering
the
Houston
Chronicle at around 2 a.m.
Sunday when he was confronted

by a man with a gun outside a
grocery store in New Caney, a
Houston suburb.
The man, who Hamilton
identified as White, forced him
to drive aimlessly, passing
through several small towns,
before starting down U.S. 59
toward Mexico, deForest said.
Hamilton told officials his
abductor bought only snacks at
service stations during the
drive.
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Isshln'Yu Karate

School

116 N. IIIlnols
Carbondale. IL
(holf block narth of Mld-Amerlco Bank)
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~1:lURa~J #
There is still room for more participants in the October
Student Center Craft Shop, workshop sessions in:
Backgammon. Checker or Chen Boards, Stained Glass,
Basic Pottery. Kimono Making, Silkscreen,
Basket Weaving and Basic Drawing.
REGISTER NOW!

CRAFT SHOP

You can easily learn to:
-manage your stress
-relax your mind & body
-feel good
-improve concentration
-enhance self-awareness
Stress-Management Workshop~~.1
Thursday, Sept. 30. 7-9pm
Ohio Room, Student Center
Sponsored by the
Wellness Center

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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.:: Nelson Special.Sl.25 !!.:
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~ A bakery fresh roll with spice ham, bologna.American. :

:

cheese Ie gamish.Served with pickle Ie chips

I:

: Pitchers of Busch -$1.251:
:orCoke
w.-..............
: (Tues, Wed, Thurs)
• _ 5.1111-L.
:
5Ii1f..3'JIIt
~
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FR. through MON

.............,

Nelson &
Pitchers·

$1.75
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Second chance at life
given to drug users
Se-cond of

'''''0 articlf's

B,· Jf'anna t1untf'r

siarr Writf'r

Lex attempted burglary
because he ",anted attention.
Craig attempted burglary
because he wanted to prove he
was tough.
Both lRx. 28. and Craig. 20.
were addicted to drugs and
under the influence of alcohol
when th(" committed the
crimes. Their arrests led them
to Treatment Alternative to
Street Crime. a chance at
becoming drug free and a
second chance at life.
'" was out on bond the first of
March la~,t "ear:' Lex said.
"BuL before'l went to trial. I
was arested for attempted
burglarv the second time. Both
times I had been really drinking
and I was depressed.

Staff PbOCO by .-\layDe Bliekle

Brian '·ana. a fermer S1U 5t1141eDt .... a member of ~ SbaWilft
~OUDW--S aab, praetices ''bIIiJderiDg'' Gagide Quipy HaD.

"The flJ'St time I broke in
somewbere. I went home and
reported it to the police and then
went back to watch them investigate. I wanted to sit back
and lailgh f.>ec1*!lSe I got by with
it but it backfrred.

Legislators may forego pay
Southern lllinois legislators
are ready to forego five days of
pay to prevent state employees
from being laid off. though
some ~ith hesitation.
Rep. druce Richmond. D-58th
District, and Sen. Ken Buzbee.
D·58th district. are skeptical of
Gov.
James Thompson's
furlough plan. They said it was
a "phony" issue.
House Speaker George Ryan.

!:k°edf~;:to:;i::~~m:t;~
along with the governor's plan.

$536 per legislator would be

sa\·ed.
House Clerk Tony Leone said
Monday that phones were
"flooded" with calls from
legislators. He said 236
legislators had agreed to the
plan. Legislators have until Oct.
15 to let the clerk know if they
will skip five days.

"I just wanted to prove that I
could get in and out," Lex
continued.
"I thought it would
Reps. \\'ayne Alsta~ ~nd
Ralph Dunr:, R·58th district. bring attention to me and people
would
pay
more
attention to me
said Mondav the" had already
agreed to .he plin. Dunn said and care more.
emplOYees could not be asked to
"In court I was i::=ated.
take davs off unless elected They decided that I
to be
officials 'did the same.
locked up because I was crazy. I
Da\id Fields, a Thompson spent two and one-haIf months
aide, said if all state employees in Anna. After I had been
8gree to the plan, Illinois would released from Anna. and after
save between S25 million and two different suicide attempts, I
$30 million. He said that overdosed in February of this
eventually a combination of year. I was transferred to Hill
furloughs and Jay-offs will be House."
necessary.
Richmond and Buzbee said
Lex. is juSt one of seven inthey would agree to the plan if dividuals housed at Hill House,
all state employees would the Carbondale Rehabilitation
agree. Buzbee said he would Center for Troubled Young
work on the payless days.
People. through tbe statewide
Buzbee said not aU state T AS( program to belp addicted
employees could take five days offenders in their efforts at drug
off. Mental health facilities and rehabilitation.
prisons require a «'ertain level
Craig is another addicted
Of staffmg, be said.
offender. "I don't remember
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leaving thrvan. All I remember
was that T had the safe door
open and I was reaching for the
money wher: a cop yelled freeze,
and I turned around and was
staring at a gun. I got scared
and then I got mad, he related

'The peopk around
me give me a lot
of support.'
"They took me to jail and I
went to court a l'ouple of days
later. A lawyer recommended
T ASC. 1 didn't want to talk to
them but it was a way into or out
of jail. I waited in jail three
more weeks and chances wt're
that I'd be going to J\l£'nard.
But. I ended up at Hill House
instead."

offender!'; attitudes ('h"1i
much faster than th{'lr ~l
cessful terminations {'an O<'Cl
"At first I thought I \\<JS I
only one but now there <I
people besides me that ha\
been through ~t too. ThE' !J('np
around me gIve me a lot
support. I don't have to be
macho man. I don't have
survive off a bad reputatlO
People accept and resPl'Ct m
for being human and not f
being tough. Basicall" /'v
found oot that I don't ha\:E' to
perfect. I guess I feel ~afe,
Craig said.

With the attitude rhane
comes new or renewed goal, fo
the future. Both Craig and 1.('.
want
to continuE' Ihel
educations during and aft!.'
their treatment through T.-\S
Hill House is one of about 60 at HiU House.
drug trea~ment institutions
"Hopefully, I'll furthE'r m
being use<i in the state to house
individuals, usually between the education while I'm hprp
ages of 17 and 35, found to be Hooefully in AdministratIOn
eligible and acceptible under Justice because of m\' ex
the investigations of the TASC periences with the justlc
agency, Michael Damian. sYstem. I want to work Wltll
Murphysboro T ASC coordinator hlw enforcement agency. hut
don't want to go aroun
said.
arn'Sting people. I wouldn'
"Wben I first started taking
drugs, pot mainly, it was for i~~~ tf ~a~t~' ~~k \~ ~.
recreation. That was seven police science end of it." Crai
years ago. I was 21. Now , I'm said.
dependent mainly on downers.
Lex is already a prartica
The only way I can describe it is
when I ,'lOk them, I could feel or nurse, so one of his goal,. h
imagine a glow coming out of said. is to becomt'a registered
me," Lex said. "I don't take any nurse. ,. After two '·E'ars.
drugs here."
• hopefully. I will ahve furthmd
my education." And, hE' said.
Craig began smoking pot at that if that goal wasn'l at
an earlier ag!'? "1 started tainable he would like to
smoking pot when I was 14 gainfully t'mployed.
years old. and then I sbwly
progressed to speed." Hen~, he
The key to T ASC's programs
said. "I don't have to PO:> a in cooperation with residential
bunch of speed to keep going." drug treatment programs
;.ccording to Lex is respon·
A successful termination is Sibility. "First thing. when you
the goal of the T ASC agency. cor.·,e in here. you have to take
Damian said. This means that responsibility for yoursE'lf. I
the individual has completed want to help myself. I want !o
the program's residency get my act together and thiS IS
requirements and is declared to the place that I believe will help
be drug free. But. the addicted me do it,"

11:00 am - 3:00 pm

WITH THE PURCHASE
OF AN ENTREE
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OF THE DAY
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USO may abolish fee waiver
The Undergraduate Student
Organization
senate
is
scheduled to vote on a bill to
the l1ndergraduale Student Fl'e
waivl'r Wl'dnl'sday.
The fee waiver, established in
February 1981, would have paid
the fees of two students per
semester for the next four
semesters, according to Lisa
Muenzer, public relation
commissioner.
"It was created last spring as
a result of cuts in federal
student ~rant and loan
programs," Muenzer said.

"The USO decided to abolish
the bill because it is contrary to
USO policies to provide
financial
assistance
to
students," she said. "The sole
purpose of the student
organizational fee is to allocate
funds for student organizations
for their respective activities
and not to provide tuition
waivers."
No waivers have been issued.
she said.
"Awarding fee waivers or any
form of rinancial assistance in
this resP.l'ct is outside of USO's
responsibilities." she said.

Today's puzzle
ACROSS

1T11r...
6 Garment
10 Likewise
14 <>-weIght.
plus
15 GOld: Prefix
16 Alaskan ex·
goIIef1Ior

SOL_
51 ExplosMt
52"Pfn8fore"
~5
1ng bait

!:l....

36Fllbleclblrd

37", Boy"
38Compate
39 Not taught
42 Original writ
.... Pleader
45 TrlMllecl
46 Brigs
49 Celestial
body

TIlE ILLINOIS Public Interest ami activites for the rest of the year
Research Group will meet at 4 p.m. will be planned.
Wednesday in the Student Center
Illinois Room. to discuss plans for
TIlE STt:DENT Environmental
revising bill posting procedures. Center will meet at 7 p.m. Wed.
Copies of IPIRG's •• Contact Sheet nesday in the Student Cl'I'lter Orient
for Active Groups" directory will be Room. behind the Oasis Cafeteria.
available free of charge.
A ROCK 'N' ROLL Seminar and
11IE SKYDIVING club will hotd media presentation. dealing with
its first meeting of the year at 8:30 backmasking. subliminal messages
p.m. Wednesday in the Student and history of the groups, will be
Center Missouri Room.
given at 9:30 p.m. Wednesday, in
Lentz Hall Dining Room and at 7
GOLDEN KEY Natiooal Honor p.m. thursday in Student Center
Society will hold their first meeting Ballroom A. spons"~ed by
at 5 p.m. Thursday in Retm t8. An Maranatha Christian Cerr,er.
election for open offices will be held.
and a fall reception for new memo
FREE INSTRUCTION in radio for
bers will be prepared.
a novice class license is offered at
7:30p.m. each Wednesday at second
TIlE SPHINX Club will meet at fioorCarbondale Police Department
9:30 p.m. Thursday in the Student Headquarters. 610 E. College, by the
Center Ohio Room. All members are SIU Amateur n"dio ClUb. Those
encouraged to attend. Officers will interested can call D:::Y~ at 529-2370
be elected. the constitution updated. for more information.

(boy I)

Th. b ••• qu.llt,

copl......U.bl.
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611 S. Illinois Ave
Carbondale. ",ino;s
(618) 549·0788

sa ..Jove,'ras
80 llnlvtnity

81 Semite
62 Seaside

17 Shoatlel'
16 Anterior
63IC11Y11hicle
20 Madrid gold 64 ReceiwJs
21 Opponents as Dragged
23 Appliance
24 Loam deposi1 [)I)WN
26 Jabber
28 NYC theat.
1 Lone
3O"-Ier',
2 Ski tow
glaa
3 Remember
310vertum
4 NYSe's rival
32 Blastoff roo5 A-'-

·tlne

o

-Campus C}Jriefs--

6 Land points
7 Pronoun
8 exist
II Face SpUrn
10 Calmed down
11 Brok.
12 Skin problem

13 "Come In"
19 Buts1lorth
22 Sugar; Suffix
25 Sculling need

Puzzle answers
are on Page 13.
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Adam's Rib

26 Wal. body
27 Frail

talk

Hairkut........ $7.50
Penn, Kut Stvle$2 7.50
549.5222

43-deIaPlllx

28 Inca-land
29 UK stream
30 Eremite
32 Slrobiles
33 Vanquish
34 Gel married
3S Compulsion
37 Augury
40 Stole COWS
41 Originated

42 Pompous
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47 01 kidneys
48 ArepIac:e

GEZV"ILEIIAN

49CA!I5ts
51 Nasty kid
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S3Slmpie
S4KemeI
56 Funny chap
57 Oslo coin
59 Albeit: Var.
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The Friendliest
House In Town!

-presents·

M-:mphis

51.00

Cathous~

Blu-:s

Drink Niaht
Martaritas
Bloody Marias
Tequila Sunrises
All Mexican Beer
~

U9 N. Washington

51.00
51.00
51.00
51.00
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•

...........

........... 110_ .....
,...PMIIIOWSI1'-

SHOWS""" !:II ,:II " .
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l5¢ 16 oz. Old Style Drafts
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SUff Photo by Ricb Saal
Osama .-\l-Gbussain tries for a strike 011 the newly remodeled Student Center lanes.

:...~

The Fish Net 0

II 11.00
off
on any

!

Bird Cage

ParakeetSaLle~~~reg~.~
New bowling alley equipment II Green
Parakeet Now $9.99
facilitates student use of lsrles II Blue Parakeet Now $13.99
$13.99

__

reg.

$17.99

Sale Good Through Saturday October 2, 1982

8\ Tl'rE'sa 'Iulll'n
Siudenl Writl'r
Ii v,)u haven't been to the
Student Center bowling allev in
awhile. \,ou rna\' find It looking
a little different.
The facility has undergone a
5125.000 faceliit. according to
Chuck Shiplett. assistant
manager. A major change is the
new underground ball return.
Shiplett said the underground
ret.rrns - as opposed to the old.
above·ground returns
provide added safety and less

Southern Illinois.
Shiplett said there has been
no major increase in play at the
facility. partly because it's the
off·season and partly because
not many people know about the
renovation. He said he has
received comments from
students who have use the
renovated center.
"The\' sa,' the ... reallv like the
change: comparing this alley to
others like the SI Bowl."

distraction for a concentrating

bowler. l'nderground returns
are also faster. he said.
Another new feature is the
"Jet back conversion" svstem
that enables the pinsetter
machines to run more ef·
ficientlv and aids in faster ball
return: Shiplett said.
Bowlers also have the benefit
of "telescore"
o,'erhead
screens that project and
enlarge scores to make them
visible to anyone in the alley.
Shiplett said the renovation
was sorell' needed. "The
facilities in the allel' before the
renovation were obSolete when
they were put in 20 years ago."
he said. "If anything needed to
be fixed. we had to make the
parts ourselves."
The
money
for
the
renovations came from the
Student Center budget and took
about a year to get. Shiplett
said He ;aid the allev is now the
most modern bowling facility in

Is bowling big at S1U-C~
"Yes. it is a recreational
alternaf.ve for all students."
Shiplett said. "There is always
a 'Naiting list on Friday and
Saturday nights."

The bowling alley is open
from 8 a.m. to 11:15 p.m.
Monday through Thursday.
from 8:30 to 12:45 a.m. on
Friday, from 10 a.m. to 12:45
iI.m. on Saturday and from noon
to 11:15 p.m. on Sunday.

.................................................................~...w

Super Savings Sale
Join the Fun and Reap the Savings
ThruOct.16
Prices have been drastically reduced
Come see the Plants
in our Shadehouse Paradise
Hawaiian Schefflera
Areca Palms
Fig Trees(6'·T)
Asparagus Ferns
Philly
Philledenclrom
Selloum
Fig Bushes

Carbondale's Original Deli

Free Lunch Dellverl

11 .. 1:30
549 ..3366 "~
·Subs • Salads·
·Cheesecake quiche. ~~~~f
•

~

Ar•••d'.

.

0peft7~.""",

7_ '0 1~

Fir-Sure Tropical Foliage Co.

$1.75Ilb.
79, each
69¢llb--«~r-JI.".~

Cider 51.
"""""1...'1';' ",11. .Apple
_,,,of __

f

24.9,5 10.95

Our 3" & 6" Potted Plants
are reduced 20% ·50%

$1.39f1b.

Fresh homemade 100% natural

sale
19.95
19.95
69.95
7.95
7.95
10.95

Over 100 Varieties to choose from!

_.rke,

Field Spare Ribs
'Blue Bell Bologna
Broccoli
•. White Seedless Grapes

reg.
26.95
25.95
85.00
10.95
10.95
24.95

~r..
_

The Interior·Plantscape Specialists
Specializing in plants that survive.
open9:00am-6:00pm

52'-."1

_ :

Sale·leose
Maintenonce

_
~

llokowood

~c_

;i

J

=ea.

.........

OlDI'13

(.~~~,
MEDICAL
SCHOOL
American University of
the Caribbean. School
of Medicine, located in
Montserrat, British
West Indies. 3 year
M.D. program. WHO listed.
For information, contoct:
MecfICOI Educotion Infonnotion
Office·SIU
100N.W.37thAve.
Miami. FL 33125
(305) 641150

~'«

#

~:\

The Carbondale Jaycee's are proud to announce that
the Annual Jaycee s Sweetest Day is

Sunday, October 17

:2( On that day, the Carbondale Jaycee's will deliver in the Carbondale
~~
~.~

~i.
,"

,~

~'

'bj
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area a package of 12 long stemmed roses to your
home or dorm for only $15.00. All proceeds for the sale
will be donated to the Illinois Jaycee's Childrens Camp.
To have your Sweetest Day Roses delivered
call 549-7241 or 457-8244 NOW!
All orders must be In by Fri. Oct. 8

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~PC

VIDEO

James
Dean
Festival
EAST OF EDEN
TONIGHT

I THURSDAY
FRIDAY

6:45
9:00
6:45

GASLIGHT
WITH: Ingrid Be;gman
Directed by George Cukor

THURSDAY
7&9pm

Rebel Without
A Cause

$1.00
7 nigllt lodging

THIS WEEKENDI
Mark Hamill
Carrie Fisher
Alex Gulnen
Harrison Ford

TONIGHT
9:00
THURSDAY 6:45
FRIDAY
9:00

lucoyon Harbour
Inn and Morino

FEATURES:

$1.00

Minutes from downtown
Internot/onal SlIopplng Bazaar
and Casino
Huge swimming pool

Snorkeling and Scuba diving
Sollboot and Golssboot trips
13 acres overlooking tile
channel on tile edge of
Ihe Gulf Stream
Fri & Sat
7, 9:15pm ":30 pm
Friday Matinee 3pm

.'~3591""'... Oct. 29
$100 rMeN" your IPO'
$369 oft... Oct. 29

ALL SHOWS ONLY $1.00
SPC Films & WI DB Posl.r Giv..,woy

-WINA fr_ Star Won
FIf... P.,.t.r GIven
Away At Each Show

to s/gn-lJp and
for more Information,
call the SPC Office at
536-3393

4th Floor
Video Lounge

,..--------------.
I
I
I
I

•

,\
I

I
,
,

I
I
I

•

I~!

I

I
I

,

!\!

Bicycle Overnight
Ferne ClyHe
Oct. 2 cI 3rd, Sat & Sc;n
$3.50
for compslght cI
carrying eqlJlpment
Sign IJp at SPC 3rd floor
StlJdent Center

\,
,

,

I
:

I
I

I
I

536-!3!LJ

Consorts Present Pot Metheny Shryock A ..,rtit,~rilllrn~
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Top photographers to give lectures
Seven of the nation's top
commercial photographers and
a wide known photography
critic will participate in a
special lecture scries on color
photography beginning in
October at SlU-C.
The series, "Contemporary
Color Photography" will
feature a speaker each month
until April. sponsored by the
SIU-C Department of Cinema
and Photagraphy and supported
by a $5,000 grant from the
National Endowment for the
Arts.
Todd Walker. whose career in
photography spans more than
40 years, will begin the series
with a slide-lecture at 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 6 in Morris Library
Auditorium.
Walker. who teaches at the
University of Arizona. is a
graduate of the Art Center
School of Los Angeles. He has
been one of the most successful

and innovative commercial
photographers in the United
States, according to Gary P.
Kolb. assistant professor in the
SIU-C Department of Cinema
and Photography and coordinator of the series.
Walker will be followed by
William Eggleson. a com·
mercial photographer from
Memphis. Tenn., Nov. 3: Eve
Sonneman. a Chicago native
who teaches at the School of
Visual Arts in New York and
has done work for Esquire and
Life magazines. Dec. I: Sam
Abel.
a
Virginia-based
photojournalist whose work
appears regularly in National
Geographic. Jan. 28.
Also scheduled are William
Larson. chairman of the
Temple
University
Photography Department. Feb.
16; William Jenkins. critic and
associate professor in the
Arizona State University School

of Art. March 23; John Pfahl.
longtime member of the
Rochester
Institute
of
Technology
School
of
Photographic Arts and Science
faculty. April 6: and Kenda
North. who teaches at the
UniYf'rsity of California·
Riverside. April Tl.
Speakers also will contribute
works to an exhibit of 70
photographs scheduled for
March 23-April 10 in the
University Museum.
"Our aim is to show students.
faculty and members of the
community what's currently
happening in the field of color
photography," said Kolb.
"We'll be bringing in
professionals who reprf'sent a
broad range of concerns in the
medium - from peoplt' who
deal with the photograph as a
document to people who deal
with it as an expressive or
conceptual tool."

SPC schedules ski and sun trips
The Student Programming
Council Travel and Recreation
Committee has scheduled two
winter break trips for students
in January.
For interested skiers. SPC
Travel and Recreation has a
seven·night tour package to
Steamboat Springs. Colo. Jan.
8·15. The trip consists of seven
mghts' lodging at the Sheraton
Thunderhead
Condominium.
five dav lift tickets. ski-in. ski·
out accommodations and a
party.
Those who register on or
before Friday need pay only
$219 per person. A deposit of 573
will reserve the tour package at
th«:! special price. After Friday.
the price will be 5229. and after
Nt\'. 1. the trip will cost 52.19.
For those more intert'sted in
sun than snow. SPC has a seven·

night tour package to Freeport.
Bahamas. Jan. 9·16. The
package includes seven nights'
lodging at the Lucayan Harbour
and round trip airfare from
Chicago's O'Hare Airport.
For those who sil'!n up on or

find

at

face

~PhotoPlace".
and tkDoDa1d's will
feed your face FRIE!

~
j

If you find your face you're
the winner of a fr ••
Mc:Oonald's dinner·any sond·
wich, any beverage. and any
size order of fries. Any night
between Spm and closing. At
the McDonald's near campus.

Find your pictur.
in the "Find Your Face"
photo di.play at McDonald's
near campu.. A different
photo will be posted each week
.tarting every Wednesday.

before Oct. 29. the cost' is only
S;J39 per person. A 'deposit of
$100 will reserve the tour
package at this price. After Oct.
29, the price is $369.
Rt'gistration is now taking
place in the SPC office. Third
Floor, Student Center.

-m
.-1u·~11

I

I

'.' ~ '~. ~ . . :i~\ Blst Price.
; ' . ' ,~. I/lT_
.
•. , --'-Fried Chicken
Special '2.75
154 TeclUll1

~Schnapps

7 S~ Amaretto

I
I

i
I

Inlllllllllltllllfllli

tiapPY Ii()u,- II-f)
Tequila Sunrise 70+

~\. FTERNOON

~HCM

D ....

Heineken
(From Holland)

6TO'
All Day Ie Night

EDUCATION
FOR

[)I:!I~I\ ~IT

SEXUALITY

featuring

Miy Mixed [).-ink

October 4-8, 1982

of your choice

Tonite

The Well ness Center re'cognizes Nationa Family
Sex Education Week with the following series of workshops and discussions.

Front Street
No Cover

Cinderella and Prince Charming In the 20th Century

111LIIIDS .IILOUI

How do the changing roles of men and women affect our expectations
and behaviors?
Monday, October 4, 12:00-2:00, Mississippi Room, Student Center

Sex on the Rock.
How do drugs affect social and sexual encounters?
Tuesday, October 5,3:00-4:30, Mississippi Room, Student Center.

Breaking the Languag. Barrier
Develop assertive communication with your partner.
Wednesday, October 6. 12:00·2:00. Illinois Room, Student Center.

KIlling Us Softly: Adyartl,'ng', Image. of Woman
A film presentation and discussion of our cultural condition·ng.
Wednesday, October 6,7:00-9:00, Illinois Room. Student Center.

J_lousy: The Green Ey~d Monster
A workshop on coping with our jealous fe;!ings.
Thursday, October 7, 3:00-5:00, Mississippi Room, Student Center.

Living Tog.thar

•

Dis·:ussion of the complex issues involved in living with a partner
Friday, October 8, 12:00·2;00, Mississippi Room, Student Center.
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Tend'r1ean fresh. whole.
prok butts cut into

pork

steaks
So Fresh U.S. #1
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Fox De Luxe pizza
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Major wants ROTC 'awareness'
Rv ,\rt "("rrOD
Staff Writer

! .arry FI('ener went to college
at l\lurray State University in
1962 h;)ping to become a teacher
somed,lY. Today. Maj. Larry
FleeJ'<-r is the new commanding
ofrici'r of SiU-Cs Armv ROTC
detachment.
.
At lI,)urray State. Army ROTC
wa!! mandatory for college
fre~hmen. At first Fleener
wasn't impressed with the
program. but a friE'nd thought
he had potential for thE'
military. He decided to give the

~~~fJa:Or~ ~~:h~~ t~nd~~~E'~

up liking it.
Fleener. 31\. a 15-vear veteran
of the Army, came 'to SIU·C last
.June. He was previously
assiJ(ned as a faculty mE'mber
of the Command and General
Staff College !It Fort LeavE'n·
worth. Kan. HE' was awarded
the Distinguished Service Cross
during a tour in Vietnam. where
he spent 13 months in 1968-69.
Fleener doesn't plan to make
many changes in the ROTC
program here.
"Our emphasis is on making

rn~~et;~a~~ aa~~ I:~~n~btl~e~
them." Fleener said, '" have
confidence in the program and
pride in my professio~."
Those who join ROTC.
Fleener said. do it because of
good job opportunities after
graduation and the good pay.
but "There are a few patriots
left in the world."
Rf'quiremen!s for the ROTC
graduate after college once
meant three years of active
service. Fleener said.
"Now. about an equal number
split between active duty and
serving in the National Guard
or a reserve unit." he said. due
til the few active dutv slots
3vailable in the regular army.
About 100 students are in the

(

',-:\Iaj. tarry Fleener

"ROTC candidates are
eligible for full scholarships."
Fleener said. "And all ad·

~a~~~:n~i:a~e~ r:~~:~ta~l~

allowance. A lot of cadets also
join guard units in Marion or
;~~~?~::lle$l~h~ ~~t~.~f:1n an
The ROTC program at SIU-C
was begun in 1980. an extension
of the unit at Murray State. Ky.,
aftE'r SIU and the Army IIgreed
~~at~~ p:~!:am could be useful
An extension center Jsually

works for the host institution
until it can prove itself successful. SIU·(, did this after just
two years. Normally. a three
YE'ar period is required.
B('{'ausE' it was an ext('nsion
cent('r for such a small tim!'.
SIU-C is considered one of the
most successful E'xtension
centers in the country. FIl'f'ner
said.
.
Fleener said the ROTC
program is available t() all
students. male or female. at the
university. A candidate must
have at least two vears of school
remaining to' be eligiblE'.
however.
"We can't offer the program
for less than two vears.'·
Fleener said. "A perSon also
has to be a full·time student."
Graduate and
doctoral
students are also eligible
provided they havE' two years of
school remaining.
The ROTC program lead,; to a
regular army commission after

~~~rd~~~~d ~~~~~1,~!i::°c~~:~

and emphasize skills such as
map reading and navigation.
The advanced course, during
the student's second two years,
is leadership and management
training and an eight.week
::~~ training camp at an Army

, '$ ..D==:'=S

j.e.S
~~

3St Drafts

ow lit. ' ' '... MuoIoIy

Mu:;~

:

I

75tlackandCokes
7547 & 7's
754 Black Russians

:

754 Vodka & Grapefruit

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
_._a_._a
__ a_a_I_t1_a_1
(Stri~e

Permitting)

......-------

SlU-C Army ROTC program.

Fleener thinks that once people
are fully aware of all the
program of port unities, the
program wil grow even I<!rger.

THURSDAY

~------

BACKPACKS

October 6. 8 p.m.

$~ 11.50. 10.50

.. ) have never beard Gilbert and Sullivan sur.g so beautifully. There's a marvelous set and the costumes are just
outstanding. You couldn't do better than to t •. ke the whole
family." ABC NEWS

/~i 20~
~.

A •• o .. ted
colo ...
a .tv le• 1

Three davs only
Sept. 28. 29. 30

..unlver'lly t--_ _ _
vOOIl,lore II Shryock Auditorium
•

•

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 8:00 P.M .
$1_0.5_0,_9._00,_8._00_ _---1

53&-332"1

STUDENT CENTER

CALL 453-3378

•

Mail and credit,card phone orders accepted weekdays.

•
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8a.m.-6 P.m.
Box·office open weekdays. 11:30 a.r.l.- 8 p.rn.

eachers say jail-school kids
ess trouble than 'normal' ones
CHICAGO

(AP)

Classrooms are filled with
teenagers charged with the
most serious crimes - robbery.
burglary. rape or murder - but
teachers
say
disdpline
problems are much less
troublesome than in normal city
high schools.
The school. which never
closes for the summer. is in the
Cook County Juvenile Temporary Detention Center and all
of its 300 students are juveniles
being held for crimes that were
committed before they turned
17.

"Ninety-five percent of the
kids in here are here for a
felony." says Reuben Crawford.
a teacher at the school for the
past 12 years. "But prior tf} my
telling them, 65 percent couldn't
tell you what that meant."
The 26 e1assrooms on the
center's second floor are run by
the Department of Education.
On a typical day. youths may be
seen sitting around tables,
intent on their work. giving no
one trouhle.
In art e1ass. students use
w3t(,!'1!010rs to paint scenes that
have been molded in plaster of
Paris by their teacher, Brad
Kaste. One of the most popular
scenes shows Christ on the left
and an open Bible on the right.
"This is art! .. one youth says.
"11 gives you something to
lake home to your mother."
says another.
Ten years ago. abandoned
children. runaways ar.d those
arrested on minor char6es were
s!;'nl to the center. then called
Ihe :\udy Home. But special
programs were set up for those
youngsters during the inter;ening years.
"We're getting more kids
hemg tried as adults," says
Crawford. "They have no idea
how serious that is. Suddenly.
the kid is going to the
penitential') and he Thou~ht he

Puzzle answers

.

~
~c.

}"~

_ 0.,

The
Balloon
T,coon
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DthIII
fer .............

549-4222
\ -Nf it 1ifIt ........

For the f1nat In hair
Ilyling ..d hair car. n'"
with It. barber,6tyll.t.

to .... v. you b.tter.
~.«- . . .....

'-"'d. . . . . . . ...
UY.....
7ML . . . . .

was going to get off and be sent
home."
Roy Mould. a reading
teacher. adds: "You look a t the
school from the outside. and it's
quite depressing. but inside the
tone is that of a school. A
majority of us look at the kids as
students.
not
criminals.
although you know why they're
here."
The year-round schedule is
attractive to any teacher tired
of looking for summer jobs. For
students. 30 to 40 of whom are
girls. attendance is compulsory.
"SoAle could care less and teU
you right off to forget it, but
some respond," Mould says.
"Some want to come down
because the ~rls are down here.

Some come down br ..:ause
there's nothing for them to do
upstairs (in their rooms).
Others really like school.
"We have fewer discipline
problems than at a normal city
high school." he addr.
And Crawford says classes
that keep students busy working
at typewriters and adding
machines are more than
exercises at trying to keep
youths out of trouble while they
are at the center.
"I try to instil1 in them the
value system that wiu keep
them out of here," he says. He
adds, though. that "it's not easy
to stay out of here." __

TWO KING SIZE mattresses, like
new. $80.00 each. Jay 529-~Af32

'Daily 'Egyptian

Motorcycl..

ct.uilled InformatlaD Rates

~~~~p~~ood cO=~l

IS Word MbIi•••

mg::'u~lL~~ cents per word
Two Daya-9 cents per' word, per'

dafiu.ee or Four Days-:....e cents per

=.. $2~~~I~tt:rJ:r~~~

a.m.

6252Ac29

1979 YAMAHA XT500, olM)ff road,
new cbain. sl1rockets, brakes.
$850.00 or best offer. 529-2095.
6285Ac:28

pe~.:rt ~Me:;. Da~5 cents

HONDA CX-500 WATER cooled,

s:.

The Da~ Egyptian, cannot be
resP.Onsible for more than one
day's incorrect insertion. Advertisers are responsible for
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advertiser which Jessen the value
01 the advertisement will be ad-

=~~fo~~r ~dw~~Pt~a~n~
your ad, call ~331l before 12:00

_
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day's issue.
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01 insertions it ~pears. There wiD
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1979 HONDA TWINSTAR. 185c:c.

~o~Ji~~~t~~rJci!~:>E~r:~~

Phone 684-6891 after:>.

6321Ac29

~d1ti~~nt.~r!~t~ :,~:,l~

5479.

6303Ac29

'80 YAMARA XSl100 •• Special"

:~3rti=.tr~l!s~lrElT!e~m~ ,

nights before 12.

(acro .. f,om It.. olcllrain stalion)

mM EXECUTIVE, WORKS well.
overhauled recently. Not a
selectric, $300. 549-7139. 6332Ag30

._----

1966 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE

45'=

~~~~ni~ ~.c::~~,631SAa28

after 6pm.

1975 HONDA HATCHBACK, low

:1:::'~:m~~;4~~~~~~: Call
6302Aa29

and tires,

~1f :~7= exce len~~30

GI.nn Willi......ntel.
SIOS.~lty

549-8495

AlIapartl'rtiltlhlurnttMd

DUAL

I~~~lt:~~'cor:3iW:~~ $~.a~~~

457-2250, caD after five PI~

Pet. & Supplle.

2 8tock_ from comPUI

-

HONDA SL 100. EXCELLENT
around town bike. low miles, great
runner. $275.00. CaD after 5:30. 5490890.
63fi9Ac:30

TWO BEDROOM, 12x52, fur61 FORD FALCON white two
~~..~~t:~r~~Bree1:a~\~rb::~
$200. 549-7139.
6331Aa30
1979 MONTE CARLO, white. AM-

t~e11~nf~~iH:,r-n.~5~~~~i

offer. Call 457-4369 after 5pm.

6261Aa28
HONDA

SL600. Good
no rust. low

~~eMeti~~.-54:~::: 5~53-4343
6360Aa30

PINTO WAGON $25(), '73 Pinto
~~.f:.oo cc $lSO. Call af~l:o
';2

MUST SELL CHEVY Nova very
clean bodv and en.,ine. Cruise
control.
549-5544 ter t!:"3Aa30

can

~~~e:'ni~'lot~=~~'
5266.
85975Ae32

PURCHASE YOUR OWN 12x50. 2
bedroom Mobile Home for as low
as $2995 with as low as $254.75

gg:Sal~~g~fl~iW~:re:.dN~:[h

Highway 51. 549-3000.

B6189Ae40

~::rf~ :~~l~~e ~1J'~

~~eef.~:~.rn·ljrr~~
12x63 MARLETTE MOBILE Home
1969. Central air. gas heat, hot
water. and stove. 4,750 obo. CaD
Kevin 529-3950.
6367Ae30

PUREBRED BIRMAN KI'M'ENS.
$50.00 985-6442 or 993-6545. 6362Ah31

~:3o.!.~~,:mJj.e~'1:~=

6350Ae32

Mlscellaneou.

YOUNG'S USED FURNITURE.

:i~~~t~i~ts~~~ ~:rrs~o:':~:

~~:/y96~~ut~r!'at~~~8.' :'°S~~
6382Aa35

1973 OPEL Gl', 4 speed 75,000

~hess4~~d engine O·~lr~
Let the Experts Get Your
Car Ready lor Winter

Serving Carbondale lor
rs
2Oveo '
Huff's Radiator Shop

3J5W. Willow Sf.
Carbondale, lit,
PHONE s.t9-s.t22
74 BUICK CENTURY Gran Sport,
very dependable car, good condition. below book value. Only
$1400.549-6489, Kevin_
6372Aa3O

Division, carterville.

6232Af42

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENTWEDDING RING set. I.j, carat

:~~fe~~an~mfJ!'.gWed~~g ~:~

contains five small diamonds .
Appraised $5300. asking $3000.
~ts 549-7304. evenings ~i~
USED
BICYCLES
AND
Refrigerators for sale. 516 S.
B6194Af42
Rawliiigs. 549-2454.
1975 BUICK SKYLARK $1200, 1974
Yamaha 500 DOHC $550. Sigma 6
string 81Jitar $180. 549-37596347AD1

CONTEMPORARY DINING
IWOM table, chairs. Glass and
chrome table with 2 leaves. New
$2500, now $800. Days, 549-7381,
evenirCs, 457-4221.
B6351Af31
USED

FURNITURE,

CAR-

:~?tJfn'so~~ ~ts;rfd?~dR~n~'

Tavern andg03 miles. ~f47

Page 14, Daily Egyptian. September 29, 1982

BEDROOM FURNISHED
HOUSE for rent. $295month. close

~W~~i:~t~~~~~~~=:~e~

CLOSI TO CaMPUS
I2t..1.2
3 BEDROOM. APPLIANCES. new

~;r~r:~~~s,$4i37~~ 2 ~~dr~~:

""""-IS

lovallable for Fall)
Coil for appointment
549-6610

CARBONDALE. STUDIO
APARnU;:;,jI'S, aD utilities furnished. (lose to campus. Goss
Property Mal18gers, 549-2621.
86375Ba33

Moltlle Home.
ONE AND TWO bedroom. nicely
furm!>~ed. reasonable. energy
~~.ie:;~_~.r campus, ~~&::'2
EXTRA NICE 12 and 14 wides. 2
bedroom. carpeted. air. furnished.
~~ location, no pets ple~~~
COUNTRY LIVING CLOSE to
town. 12ldiO 2 or 3 bedrooms. fur·
nished or unfurnished. air, car~.
anchor, underpinned. ample
r.~~i~~~: no pets. CaJ~~:'
THREE BEDROOM. NICELY
furnished trailer. Quiet location.
Gas heat. Pool. $180 mo. to sublet.
CaD 549-8162 or 529-3276. alter 5.
6086Bc:36
ONE DOZEN ROSES with 12month lease. Onla two left. One
~~~~~I:rn~;~~~I~~. Small
6254Bc30
MURPHYSBORO AREA.

' _ 1 o r 2 ......

~~r!e=n~.~~~,
6334Ai30

SMALL BOY'S DIRT bike, Schwinn. $25. Call 457-6132 after
4:00pm.
6364Ai29

pets, 684-6405 after 5: 00. 6248Bc32

-.ms ...........

'-"_Ifftc'- 1170.GO
PY.AMIDS
2l1ocktfrom~pus

,.9-2U4

5165.ltDwIlnqs

U7-7Ml

6385Ba34

~'ro~f~~: &-f~~~~~~;. $60 or
639!\Ai:u!

Sporting Goocl.
4-PERSON TENT1
Diamond
Bra~ •• Free Spint", excellent
condition $150 firm. 529-5886.
6335Ak30

ROYAL RENTALS

549-3850.

wi des. $150. Call 529-4444. Pets
okay.
86296Bc43

B629IBc:28

$170.00 Monthly
2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOMES
Furnished, a/c, anchored
underpinned.
$l~O.OOmonthly.

TWO BEDROOM MOBILE home,
many extras. Please investigate.
$200.00 month. call ~29-2920, 5293350.
6273Bc30
TWO BEDROOM. NICE lot. Water
and trash pick-Up paid 549-3930.
6295Bc30

LARGE TWO BEDROOM apartments located in a quiet area near

fur-

~~:;::'·~l%s'. ~~~i;I36";ii~ iJ:

FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM
apartment, AC, quiet. water, gas
paid. carpeted, available immediately, $225.1305 S. WaD. 5495740 after 5.
6208Ba29
COUNTRY PARK MANOR, now
renting IDlfurnished !lne and three
~:'~~~!J~O and $300. ~ffa42

~e~r:.e~~a1t· 54r.:.~n7
after 5:30 pm.

s:: s!.~~~

6370Ba37

Hou.e.

CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER

VERY NICE TWO bedroom
duplex. air. carpet, water. Ap-

C::3~ ~'f~:;d~~:. Car6137Bb37

~~::'~iS3E~r~::!nes&'r::

~~p~~!~~ ha~:.:r c,ra~~!I
t~~ Sr!t'W.!: c:a{~';:;~J.:fv~~i~'1i~

H~t. water •.trash p'ickup. Lawn
mamtenence mcludeO in rent. $145
~r month and up. Available now

~~~~ra~~:.i'Pbo::r~~f:~:~e.f.

3002 alter 5 p.m.

SUBLEASER WANTED FOR

on 5 acres with wood heat. $375.
Phone
B6233Bb28
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, three
bedroom - furnished, $390.00. 529-

w;tl~~%;a~:~f~~~~

NICE
FURNISHED
TWO
bedroom. 1105 W. Gher.4-blocks

2533.

687-3336.

~~~~~nQua?s~rt:ve~\a~le ~~~

1539.

6:30pm.

~ m1tJnu::.a~~J:8~inlci&e:~~'

6271B828

OLDER.

fur-

::'~'i1i.4003~bl~~~j.:~ter il~·

MURPHYSBORO.

Ihree room

B6287Ba29

NICE NEW
furnished,

a~rtment

=~~. opeu. W=l:!'~
CARTERVD.LE

SOUTH of

. NO PETS

Nice~

building, 529-1368.

B6294Bc28

~ur.le0:fr!mM:~~Swf~~h~. ~~

~:!lfW;i1 ~~~:f:i'e ~rs54~=.a

..57-"22

Apartment.
1 AND 2 BEDROOM.

$125.00 WILL RENT 2 bedroom,

LAKEWOOD PARK.

EFF.APTS.
Furnished, a/c, carpet

FOR RENT

CARBONDALE. VERY NICE 2
bedroom 12x55. Dishwasher. ac.
carpet, $1BS-month. 529-3563. Best
5-7pm.
6266Bc32

r:!,:s~~iJ::!' i:..w~a~,:a:l,~

SUBLEASING FURNISHED ONE
bedroom Apt. at 408 S. Wall. Call
457-4634 after 3:30anytime.

10 SPEED BICYCLE: small

TWO BEDROOM

TWO

::r~~' f~~~~~h:re;i5~~~~~

.... Appftonc...... Fumi""
• _
.... ,laundryO";_,CcmpIoItoIy
_

SUBLEASER WANTED FOR
efficiency apt for information call
457-4123.
6185B..au

1976 MG MIDGET. 47,000 miles.
6391Aa32

ll1ec1raom

~NewMoftclge"*"t

Bicycle.

CARBONDALE 12x60 NEAR
CAMPUS-Large Carpeted Kit-

$2.600. 529-2177.

P. B., am-fm stereo, 8-track,
leather bucket seats, new brakes,
radial tires. extras, excellent
condition. $2299 or best offer. 529-

IMPERIAL/MECCA
APAInMlNTS

6343Ah28

REGISTERED
SADDLEBRED
HORSE. 4 years old. Very gentle.
$700.00 ~or993-6545,
$363Ah31

5OlI:I0 2- BEDROOM, $500.00 down.

549-1338.

1977 BUICK LE SABRE. Air
cruise. (lOwer windows. $800 below
6390Aa32
book o..,ce. 529-2177.

.. 4295.

FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM.
APARTMENT, N. minois Ave.,
:.~~:~. deposil ~"T::i4

DOG HOUSE AND PEN $25. Call

453-2219 ask for Diane.

Efftc~i.. FaII.Spring

IUS"-lnO.1IO . 1197.00-1"_110

5912Ah29

20% off Michelin n,..
WHIU TNI\' LaST
ThhW. . .1
CHICK OUI LOW Niall
'I. Mile South of The a......
Mt-tsal

~e:~~~.'~~~.~ii'r~

ret'erences. Married couples
preferred. 549-5596.
86376Bb32

=~i~r~ts. 549-7381.~~~

fOeUIIDI........I~

..........I ............... ~r
AUOIO INaALlits

80 RALEIGH GRAND PRIX,
excellent condition, 24" frame,
blue, Avocet seat, toe clips,

19;1

68.e-2330-687-'588

BRANTLEY'S
BUNNY
BROKERS. Wide selection of
=:Sl~~~~~b~~~, and

Automoltlle.

mechanica~.

. 8,10& 12 wide
Air Condition 1 Natural gas
$851 up-Country Living
SmilesW. on Old 13
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
apartment. 403 W. Freeman, $200-

ASH

RECEIVI!:H,

3

KNOLLCRIST RENTALS

autiloSpeclaIl... ,........

SCOTT

ONE BEDROOM, FURNISHED
all utilities included. no dolls. Call
mornings untillpm, 457-294S.
6361Ba31

HOUSES

STEREO
REPAIR

126 S. '1"

SECLUDED IN BOONIES! All
sizes. Rustic. rural. re;acefUI. West

large and small
2.3." Bedroom Apartments

6327Ac32

HONDA 350, BIG BORE TWIN,
1971 Endero recent rebuild. Runs
g:.t. $1.00 for each CC ~l'Ji

FOR SALE

t~

Electronla

SUZUKI 1980 TS185. 4000 miles.

paid in advance exce:l for those
accounts with establiShed credit

1976 JEEP CJ-7 New

6381Af37

1980 SUZUKI G. S. lI00, Just
tuned, Fairing" Lowers, new K291

~e~~meDa~7~nuper
~ tfn'eteen Days-6 cents
per word. per: day.

~~~~~ ~~~~'aft~~i:~S,

MURPHYSBORO.
FURNISHED
OR unfurnished. 2 bedroom. gas
~:~ pets. Deposit Bs'1J~::5

EFFICIENCY

:!"/RJ!1~:~iJ,~\~edm~~t~

CrossroadsRt.13.1-985-6108.

B6319Ba29

6255BIm

B6237Bc42

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED
air, naturallasl two bluc:ks behind

~~=~tko ~, ~r50b::c!~.f=

86378Bc32

TWO BEDROOM, FURNISHED
110 utilities included. Gas hea~t

45~!~C!ft:r t~ p~~thin,&:pb2e
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE nice

A~~u.~~e~:;~~iI!:t:;t~~~I:
6307Bb31

BASEMENT

HOUSE,

FUR-

~ 'I; ~h':n~:lt~t~l~e

549-8206 or 549-2250.

B6328Bb30

AVAILABLE NOW. EXTRA nice.
C1~toc:ampus. 3and4 bedrooms.
Furnished, 110 pets. 54~63GaBb46

~H:D~:i H3~~le °s~j,~~

Center, in residential area, 2-miles
to campus or downtown, no highway or railroad traffic. Twobedr~m, natural JIBS and city

:;~~~' c:~~~ 5~~\i ly;

sulated, frostless refrigerator. 30gallon water heater, available
Immediately. One available with
~,~~~U'~r::~
457B6389Bc32

CaD

Mobile Homes
10lC5O 2 BEDROOM underpinned
and extra added insulation make

~~u~~~~p 1~:W:n b:"';n~~e ~r~~

Carboni:lale. $135 per month. Phone
867-2346 after 5pm.
B6359Bc33
SINGlERAlIS
AVAII.AIIlE
A&busloSIU
1 or 2 batt. 2 or 3 bedrooms

......,;;.....

Sl6S360

~ ~ our display ad on Wed.

....

C'AIrIMInIIaIe .....Ie Homes

,.,

North Hwy51

COUNSELOR-SPECIAL
SUP.
PORT.IVE Services Pro;~ct is
accepting applications for (his full·

~~~ r~:~t~.:'W!~~tsin s~~~~~
:~~r£ '!!'~If~~~~~~eot ~:~c~~glri
~~~~~ ~.~:r~~~~g K~gw\~~~~J'!

bar.k. $l2S-mo_ 716 S. University
529-9139 between 4:00-6:00&~8d36

NICE ROOM NEAR recreation

=~~!'~~~~J~~i11~9s~Po-

KING'S INN M<YI'EL 825 E. MainCabl" TV CHBO), furnished. air

~~t:,~~::~a:~~7~~w.

$62.25

B6264Rd42
PRIVATE ROOMS NEAR cam·
~~j_ Flexible payment PI~B~

GILBERT BOLEN FURNITURE
R"pair. modern and antique
furniture .epaired and restored
with custom made:J?rts. Over 30

~~~~~:.i:~i':924. Les~~~~'

ACCURATE

~~e~~~r~~~ge. 906~E?:r.

SOOT MAGIC CHIMNEY sweeN
IN THREE BEDROOM HOUSE·
own room_ $l37.00mo_ Two blocks

~9-~!'lre;.s6:=~le ~~

Roommate.
FEMALE_

ROOMMATE WAN·
:J>ih:~C:) ~~'l:~~:rl~rd- 4576357Be30
!\'EED 2 or 3 roommates for 4
bedrooms (7 room house) in
country 8 miles from Carbondale,
Highwa~ 51. Share utilities,

~llCjs~-ov.o r.~1IaT~~b!~ O~!

evenings 867-2205, or Lou 867-2407
""'eni~s or 529-2681 da)'1l until 4.
Shown y appointment oniiaoRe29

Wanted to Rent

=r~"a:;r~:rt~~~~~ a

6001E39

HELP FOR RAPE Victims, their
families and
Counseling
and information on medical, police
and le~1 procedures. 24 hours 529-

friends.

~e2:ter~a~:rb!~~~~' • WSe~:ir:::
Southern Illinois Communities for
9 years.
6209E39
~pc\LI~~n~:ND~~::;~g S~:d
construction. \esidential and
commerciaL Free consultation
549-7089 evenings.
6312E34
NEED HELP WRITING that
paper? Call Rick. experienced
wnting tutor_ 687-3584.
6299E29
TYPING IS OBSOLETE! Word
process in&. saves you time and
money onDig tyWng jobs_ High

~alw~::t54~~=M::

EXPERIENCED

TYPIST.

~~S~st ~vr:~e~:~:e
rates. 457-7648.

MoblleHome
Lots

.............

rent to retired people. working
people and students. Shade trees,
picnic pavillion and other
recreation facilities. Beat the high
rent, buy a mobile borne and move
in. 457-2874_
B6323BI30

•

.....

•

Sexual Concerns

Callt'"
W.II..... Cent.r
53.....,

.i:'"..~

GREAT SKATE TRAIN. Adul'
Night. Every Sunday Night. 7:30-10
p.m_ 529-2033.
6037J34

Pat;
1'v~~hN~~xr~::,in~e~~~~
Restaurant. West Main and

Sycamore.

6344J45

AUCTIONS
& SALES
TIlE SPIDER WEB buy and sell
used furniture and antiques 5 miles
south on 51, Sfi-17lI2.
6244KU

...... Hello to ...... ...,..
FLEAMA.~n

JOHNSTON CITY
Iaoths 16lnsl. S5 aulsi~
Far Baath Infarmotlan
Call 983-55<18

AFTERCARE ALCOHOL
COUNSELOR to ,P.I'Ovicle case coordir.ation, iadiVlilual and IJ'I!UP
counseling to akoholies returnilll
from Inpatient trea~ment for
alcolollsm. Qualification:
Badlelor de~ and experience

worku. with alcuhollcs. Excell~t

fringe lienefits. E~l opportunitl
employers. Applications accepted
unm 10-11-82: Send resume to
Alcohol Treatment Services. 604 E.

College. Carbondale~Il6290~

MURPHYSBORO. THE CIL-\LET
wants dancers. Tuesday, Thur·
sday. Saturday. Cau 6lI7.t632&32zc30

r~~ do. 1--=~
WANTED

AIR CONDITIONERS BROKEN
~unninl. We pickup. C~~

:~~~:p~~ PIANO ~~~1
NORTH CAROLINA STUDENT

~~~c!=~n:: to \t,~i~

Daily Egy~an, Com·
=~tio.. Bldj.. rbonda~

co

SMILE
ads.

~ Can8ratu'.'IOM to the
ALPHA TAU OMIGA

'reternlty P1e4ees
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from
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BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

IOIIIAU·

Scott
K.vln
loll

60000000DOOoc

SOMETHING OW-SOMETHING
new·Antiques. collectibles, fur·
niture, and dolls_ Gingerbread
Corner. 141 S. DiviSion, Car·
terville_
6365L31

Carbondale
is
BELLYGRAM8- ALL OCCASION.
Send your special message .by
special M~r_ t2$.OO_ ArabJ8n

Marty
Mlle.
JohnM.
JohnS.

lively muslc~al\ Fran Ores at 54~
7600 for class information_ 5876J28

Murdale Shopping Center

:r~~.ftliable, ref~

The Men of
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Are Proud to Welcome
the
KAPPA PL!DGE CLASS

~~?:S. ;mbJ~~ce ~~~c!!:rf.;

KNlnlN KNOOK

CLEANING
LADY·
CARBONDALE,
wages

lWOF

SHAPE AND TONE your bodl'fast!! Body Beat dance-exercu;e

ANTIQUES

Birth Control

.Pregnoncy

'/11/12

WESTERN HORSEBACK
RIDING lessons. Group fee $8.00.
private SIO.OO. Learn to catch.
groom and saddle. Child through
adult. ProfessioMl instructor. 4
miles East of C<.rbondale. Silver
Star Stables. Call 985-6214. 6277J30

(ane block aft 1-57••• ",,,)

guaranteed no errors. 54~~E45

H.ppy 21,. IlrthHy
anel2 y_r Annl_ry

ANNOUNCIMINTS

~:i:C?ri~_ Pt!s~~n~'::;ur~:'
~c

-2'-.
Debbie

LOST·PAIR OF GLASSES at
Saturday's football 5ame. Name
~~~ame. Reward Ca I DOU.!94~~

Oct. 2.3 9:00a1fto6:00am

t~t:.e~a~~n'i1~c:f~!~kSWe

HELP WANTED

PEN-WATCH. POSSIBLE place:
Wham Building. Great sentimental
value. Call Panoes. tel: 453-5614.

6326E45

IN CARBONDALE AT Belaire

Jeffrev

631!G28

4444.

ALL BLACK. MALE cat missing
the tip of his tail. Lost at Frost
Trailer Court on 9-21. Please call

r.~~~\~~rri. 10-S:30P~94~i

FAST,

Happy 29th Birthday

S.o!I:J1~~~o':.t1te:~ ~~.v~r:ir t4n9~

~VJ~~s.~~~!rW~~ut ~~ ~~~~ ~'f!ar:~ither 549-~8~2

TYPING.

I

LOST - PAIR OF GLASSESS on

6354G28

SERVICES
OFFERED

WO\fEN: Sunny private room 40

-----------~-

Classified.

2pm. returns Sunday·s. Just over 5
hiJurs to Chicagoland. Only $45:75
roundtrip. fflr reservations In.
formation phont' 529-1862. 608OP36

LOST

I

THE STUDENT Transit'

!~~h~~~~n~ndd~~~r~b~i;~au~~

6340n'l

CANNON SUPER 8 Movie camera
with Malota instant camera. 549128t.
6278G28

say you saw it
in the

RIDE'

~~j~n~~1 D"e~t~iS ~~~~~f~rhY

~~~r6. ~!~~el~:te~l~nn~u~ rn~

resume to Ms. Julia Miller.
ChaIrperson, Counselor Search
Committee. Center for Basir
Skills. Southern lIIinois Univers;.ty·
Carbo!ldale. Illinois 62901. Ap:
phcatlon ~eadline is October 8.
I~. SIU.C IS an. E~al Opportunity
affirmative-actIOn mplo~IC30

RIDERS WANTED

FEMALE NUDE MODEL for ·100

career aWdl'eness and .exploration
IS required. Experience and
demonstrated ability to relate
effectIVely to a diverse population
of college students is preferred.

Room.
~~:nf~c!~i:!YI ~:'l~~ :~~

CARTERVILLE LIVE-IN FOR
older woman recovering from a

~~~ ~~u~~~~e bedroo~!f2s

SOUther.....t. II
Student ActIvItI. FaIr,
is Knowledge wrapped
In good times.

_led with fun and tied
with 0 ribbon of .m....,."t
Come to the free forum
areo on Octob.r 1.
Noon till Four and
unwrap the best
"......tyou·,I.".~1

INTERESTED IN AN investment?

=et.

~I:'= ~=~ pu:;:=

K.thy Darling

::':'-J:~ 54~73IM. ev~

Thank you for

51, next to Arnold's
I am .
interested in selling shares in. the

the Special
Evening!

INSTANT CASH
For Anything Of
Gold Or Silver
eeI.. .Ie

Love,

.If, a..--.....

MICHAEL

i&J CoI-._"'114I7~
Daily Etyptian,
~

~ber

.••••

~

I .. • •
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i.~Elvis

Costello has gro~n uP.

By Tom Travin
,\ssociate Edit«

Elvis Costello has finally
grown up.
Costello has come a long way,
vocally and musically, from his
first LP, "My Aim Is True." His
vibrato has opened up, he now
projects from his diaphragm
rather than through his nose,
and his vocals have picked up
power in addition to changing
timbre.
He has learned to stay with
his band, the Attractions, and
has become more of a group
player. In the f'8St, Costello
would take the stance of group
leader rather than group
member, and the Attractions
would flail around behind him,
playing more like a very tight
three-piece backup band behind
a singer than a four-piece en_. semble.
His music has become more
melodic, and his voice has
changed to keep up with the
music. "Trust," his first album
after climbing from the depths
of depression that "Get Happy"
signified, was a singer's
showcase - the flrst time he
really opened up his vibrato and
displayed his vocal potential.
On "Imperial Bedroom," he
refines the ground broken on
"Trust" to a polisiY~, smooth
vocal flow, controlling his
breathing and emmciation for
the first time in his career. This
is the second time he ;:J8S shown
his true vocal ability, the first
being "My Funny Valentine,"
the Rodgers-Hart chestnut that
was released in America only
on "Taking Liberties."
On "My Funny Valentine,"
his vibrato began to take the
form that it has now reached full, wide open and emitting
from deeper in his throat than
before. He has now developed
his voice to the point that he can
do with it as he pleases, rather
-Than bowing to its limitations.
Costello has alwavs experimented with a variety of
musical idioms. and "Imperial
Bedroom" is no exception. He
louches on light jazz vocal runs
in "Bevond Belief," Motown
vocal arrangements in "Tears
Before Bedtime" and Beatie-

A II'bum ~

of Nick Lowe to complete the
song. "Human Hands" contains
an ostinato bass and piano
eVI
rhythm which blends smoothly
and quickly into melodic piano
flourishes, which Costello
sounds comfortable vocalizing
over.
The Attractions are as tight
as ever, but the ensemble
playing is what has improved,
and the instrumental breaks are
longer and more pronounced
than in the past.
Costello's
recent,
collaborations with Squeeze,
Chris Difford's and Glenn
Tilbrook's
vehicle
for
displaying their pop sensibilities, has had a large effect
~~ orc~stral arrangem~ts on his music. The orchestral
m ...And m Every Home.
arrangements in ..... And in
He includes an accordion Every Home" and the sitar· like
melody reminiscent of Ry guitar riffs that open "Pidgin
Cooder
"The
Long English" are examples of
Honeymoon, " which also Difford's and T;!brook's indemonstrates his maturity by fluence, and r.(.·stello pays
distinct homage (0 the Beatles
way of his lyrics.
In the past, Costello has in both songs, something that
always made the woman out to Squeeze has done on their last
be the bad guy, but in "The three albums.
Long Honeymoon," he tells the
Between Costello's voice
tale of a young couple who reaching maturity, the At"had" to get married, and soon tractions' being included as a
after the shotgun wedding ("the more integral part of the
baby isn't old enough to musical whole and Squeeze's
influence becoming more
=~~)~~~ :;:se:~~~ pronounced, Costello has
enough.
CosteUo tells the story from
the woman's point of view, bllt long way since the bold and
he also proves that still he has brash days of his early career,
sympathy for the man, because and his maturity h:ls been,
he includes the disclaimer "She
thought too late and spoke too ~~a!l~~on
soon, There's no money back
In ten years, if Costello is still
guarantee on future hap- singing, his voice will be on a
piness," which ultimately par with the great popular
places the blame back on the vocalists of the 20th century woman.
Sinatra, Tony Bennett and Nat
He also continues his King Cole. As it stands right
fascination with American now, he's weD on the road to
country and western music on that point.
"Say You Wouldn't Kid About
It" and "Almost Blue," which
he turns into a torch song, one of
his vocal fortes. Gone, however.
is the drunken warble that used
to pollute his torches, and it has
been replaced by a gentle,
feeling touch that carries his
message more effectively.
He uses a mid-l960s riff to
open "The Loved Ones," and
~.~
includes a melody reminiscent
IMW. . . ." c.rIoao*_
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SPC honors actor with films
The film career of James
Dean. an idol of the 19505, will
be celebrated by SPC this week
by showing two of his films in
the Student Center Video
Lounge.
"Rebel Without a Cause" and
the original "East of Eden" will
be shown Wednesday through
Friday. "East of Eden" will be
shown at 6:45 ... m. on Wednesday and Fnday and at 9
p.m. Thursday. "Rebel Without
a Cause" will be shown at 9 p.m.

_off___. .aIoI_
....

1.•
....
_GonooooI __ ......

a-..
......
1
C_ .fIo-.
_ _ " " " ' _ ..... Ao.

on Wednesday and Friday and
at 6:45 on Thursday. Admission
is $1 for each showing.
Along with the mm showings,
there will be a James Dean
contest. A framed portrait will
be enclosed in the Student
Center display case with the
rules of how to win it. On Friday
evening a name will be pulled
out from correct answers and
the winner will receive the
portrait.
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Slide Show
m Yog:l Asanas.
Free to the

public
Wah!sdaY,Sept. 29th, 7:~
Ananda-Marga
Center

402 S. Unlvers!tY

7'71.llIIno"
~I.

,II

and!tirt lantry

W. II. IIV.

457-6'21
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The progressive Country Rock 0/

Irraw lamphis

+
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Playing
Browne, Van Morrtsoo,
Delbert McClinton, 0rIpaIs & More!

NOCOV••

......

r Hotll... 549.1233

++++

TIE 60LD MIlE PIIII
Golden Key
National Honor
Society

Lunch Special
Mon..Fri .. l1am to 2pm
Single ingredient slice
and small 10ft drink

11.4'
Golden Key National Honor Society will
be having their first meeting Thursday,
September 30, at 5:00 P.M. In general classrooms 18 (basement). We will have an election
for open offices and be preparing for a fall
reception for new members.

11.10 Pitchers
Mon &. Tue..S to lOpm
With purchase of Med or Large
Pizza
.~.
Delivery After 5pm
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SIU Students!

GO . . .- . . . .
~

effecthe lin ~

Let'S ering

Far tile Best Of Everwtl.lng

InclUdI~

tile COSt CUtter Prlcel

GREAT fOR CHILI
BURGERS OR
SPAGHEn l

"b.

DEW D\El OR REGUlAR

Mpepsi (o\a

8'

_

19
.~j !l~~~d :c:iE~IENIIS ••••• • •• ::: $1
$1 59
-=~U:ii~~ ~:~:. ~~~~ ....... 1::.
WISHBONE EASY EMllEE

FROMUROiiDA

J.,..

==---------' IROGER ORANGE JUICE ••

It::-

$269

The BeSt
of the Fresh
Just fOr YOU

German
Swi'l Chee••

t

FRESH
IN STORE MADE

FRESH FRIED

ANY FLAVOR

WHOLE

DELI
PIZZA

GLAZED
DONUTS

CHEESE
BALL

SUBMARINE
SANDWICH

tiSI ti'il till t411
1)i&wrert flee K'Ulgert
=r~ooroA~~ FANCY

4711'

DELICIOUS

APPLES ......... ...

LB.
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lIOCCOLl ....... ...
u.s. NO. 1 GENUINE ,tlS1
IDAHO
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48C
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Cancer victims regain control
as part of '1 Can Cope' effort

UPTOWN SHOE

OUTLET

doctors questions."
In the third session. "!.('ar·
ning to Cope with Daily Health
Programs,"
Mary Guetersloh,
I can cope.
head nurse on th J medical floor.
These three words may mean
and
Wynn
will
explain how
nllthing said by an average
cancer treatments affect the
person. but to a cancer patient
body and what can be done to
or victim, it may take hard
minimize vomiting. nausea and
work. perseverance, mutual
sores in the mouth.
understanding and most of aU.
Donna Lvnch. head of social
accomplishment, before they
services department. and Carol
can be said.
White, Registered Nurse at
"I Can Cope," is a program
sponsored by the American M::f:.rsafd.'f=1 i:~f~teda~~h"~ Carbondale Clinic, will enCancer Society to help people program makes them feel that courage group members to
regain control over their lives' they aren't the only ones in th~ discuss their feelings with one
another in the fourth session.
through better knowledge of the world dealing with cancer."
disease, said Marlene Matten,
Matten said the course "Learning to Express Your
director of education, Memorial started in Minneapolis. Minn. in F~iings and Learning to Like
Yourself and Learning to Live
H~E~ta~o~~~~nd;:~e. sessions 1m as a pilot program to help Within Your Limits."
In the fifth session. "Lt>arning
spread over three weeks in ra~m~es\~~tnv~~~i~hrth:d~S~~:~~
October, is offered by Memorial The pilot program w<'s so About Resources That Can
Hosf'ital and the Carbondale successful that the society Help." Lynch saiJ, "We bring in
what we call a resource panel
Climc.
adopted the program.
"I Can Cope" is offered
The program begins with a which consists of agencies that
because, "of the prevalence of session from 7 to 9 p.m. Oct. 5 in have resources available to the
cancer in Amenca," Matten conference rooms 1 and 2 at cancer patient and family as
well as representatives of self·
said, An American Cancer Memorial Hospital.
Society booklet says that more
She said former Sell. Hubert help groups.
"It's a brief overview of their
than three million Americans Humphrey died of cancer and
alive today have a history of was one of the first people to go own experiences with cancer
cancer. This year. about 430.000 through an "I Can Cope" and they let participants know
what they have available,"
will die of the disease. Of every program.
"In order for us to teach it. we Lynch said.
five deaths in the United States,
session
is
The sixth
one is from cancer, the booklet have to go through a training
graduation.
savs.
period," Matten said.
"It's a sensitive and touching
:'The incidence of cancer is
"We had to actuall" par·
d':'£initely on the increase. We ticipate as though we were
see a lot of cancer patients in pallents with cancer," she said.
"They invited past 'I Can "Each participant is awarded
the hospital." :\Iatten said.
"As SOC':l as you say the word Copers' to come in and tell us an 'I Can Co~' certificate."
·cancer.·
it
becomes how the class was valuable to Participants a.so evaluate the
program.
svnonvmous with the word them."
"It's hard for people to come
·death'. but there are many
The first session. Matten said,
to
a class like this. First of all.
more treatments available for is an explanation to participants
cancer, And we are more what the course covers and lets they have to admit that they
have
cancer. Most of par·
aggressive in treating cancer, members meet each other.
In the second session, ticipants have never been with a
so we can be more hopeful,"
before."
A group usually
group
"Learning
About
Your
Matten said.
"The real reason {or offering Disease." Dr. Donald Darling, a COnsISts of 15 to 20 people,
Matten
said.
cancer
specialist
in
dealing
with
the program is that a diagnosis
of cancer is such a startling
cliagnas\s and it requires an W!~:.tswilln:iS~u'!s~~~~:~
"Everyone who has come has
emotional readjustment on the affects c:.ifferent parts of the
found it valuable," she said. On
part of the patient," Matten
body.
the evaluation sheet last spring,
said. "People wi~h cancer need
"Dr. Darling actually takes a participant related what the
to talk about it and share their apart an anatomical model," title "I Can Cope" really
feelings with others and this Matten said. "He encourages meant: "That you are not the
class allows for that.
them (participants) to take only person with cancer and
The program's main focus is control over their lives to learn that other people care about you
information and sharing. she more about the disease and to and want to give you help, if you
said. The program is for out· get over the fear of asking will ask for it."
By Mi~hele Inman
Staff Writer

patients and their families.
Participants do not have to be
under treatment, but must have
had a cancer diagnosis at
sometime in their lives.
"We try
to promote
discussion among persons with
cancer and family members,"
Matten said. "We try to help
them understand each other
and what they are going
through."

222 W. Freeman

Campus Shopping Center
Carbondale

549·4382

Fall Special

Buy 1 pair, and get the 2nd pair ~ price

SHOES -7.99-8.99
BOOTS 3.00 off price marked
only $15.99-$19.99
ale is through Sat Oct 2
Hours: Mon. ·Thurs. 9:3Oam·5:3Opm
Friday 9:00am·6:00pm
Saturday 10:OOam·5:00pm

Ill~(.IS'l'llJ~l'l

l)llI"I~

~!f~~~ati~~~" ~l:~~n o~aid~

VOTER REGISTRATION
DATES: September 27 -October 1

Wednesday-Trueblood HaI110:30-1:30
4:30-6:30
Student Center

Thursday
Friday

9am-5pm

.sponsor.clllly:

USO

&

Soviet caviar trade is fishy matter
MOSCOW lAP) - In the
Soviet Union, source of most of
the world's caviar, the onceabundant delicacy has aU but
vanished.
It is available only to tourists,
the nation's elite and people
able to pay exorbitant black
market prices. U's a far cry
from the 19505. when caviar was
so plentiful and cheap that
Soviets ate it for breakfast.
Now, good connections or
Western currency are essential
for getting the prized appetizer
- eggs of the Caspian Sea
sturgeon,
Officials say the catch is good
and only 3 percent is exported.
One store sometimes sells
artificial caviar, made from
curdled milk and other ad·
ditives.
_ ~ But for genuine caviar. most
Soviets m'-,st turn to the black
market.
The official state price is the

~

equivalent of $32 for a 1.1 pound trouble getting caviar. judging
tin. but black marketeers may by its abundance at Kremlin
charge $90 or more for the same receptions.
amount.
But the average citizen isn't
Officials apparently have no so lucky.
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SKYDIYII
\Y *Join th..... time
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~ATIONAl CHAMPION
SIU SKYDIVING CLUB
·'he
from

Club ' _ _
in front of the Student
Center at 8 a.m. every
Saturday

, -"

'.

IJO inc/ude. Jilt Jump COu....
and SIU Club Membership.
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With every

handpacked quart
(1 1b.8QZJ of your
favorite 31

flavors.

Now yoo can make HoI
Fudge Sundaes at home

GSC

••
•
••
••
••

•..
•

lhat tasle
as gfeat as the ones at Baskin-ROOblns.

Because every time yoo take home a
quart <1 lb. 8 oz.) 01 31 lfavors. we'll treat

you 10 a 5-ounce serving 01 our real milk
chccolate fudge.

•

• ==@

:

• MUIDALE SHOPPING CENTER •

•
•

S.9·5432

•

Open 11 am to 10pn;
7dayl a week

•

•
.•

• ••••••••••••

Hinton is top target
By Dan ~evine
Staff Writer
A wingback in high school.
Marvin Hinton came to SIU-C
as a defensive back and quickly
got lost in the shuffle, He was on
the way to a misplaced and
overlooked career until Rey
Dempsey plucked him from
obscurity and turned him into a
wide receiver.
Two years IMer, Hinton has
been transformed from a spear
carrying defensive back to the
Salukis' most feared receiver.
After four games, the senior
nanker has caught 23 passes for
351 yards and two touchdowns,
and is halfway to last year's
catch total of 33. To no one's
great surprise, he has become
quarterback Rick Johnson's
favorite target.
He had nine catches for 157
yards in the 35-30 IllSs to
Arkansas State Saturdav, induding a spectacular 'eightyard touchdown pass the
catapulted the Salukis to a 30-28
lead with little more than a
minute left.
It was the third time in a row
Johnson and ~he SIU -C coaching
staff had gone to Hinton. On
first down he ran a square out in
thr end zone that Johnson,
plaving cautiously, overthrew.
:\ext was a quick throw over the
middle that was batted down
before it got to him. Then the
Salukis went to a play ~hat had
been on the drawing board but

RUGGERS
frOiD Page 20
The finals, should the squad
gEt pa,;t Western, will be
ag,linsl the winr.er of the
EaSl;?rn Illinois-Decatur match.
Campt:~1\. player-Coach John
Glotzbach, co-captains Mike
Nolan and [,an Maher and the
rest of the club will have their
work cut out tnr them if they are
entertaining any thoughts of
equalling last spring's 14-2
mark. That squad made it pa~t
the University of Wisconsin m
the first round of the National
Collegiate Regiollal Tournament before being knocked
out by Ohio State.
Playing the match, Campbell

~ot~1i i~~.it.ha.:.~~ ~~~rru~:ff
occurs when the dust is settled
and the wounds are bandaged.
"That's the great thing about
rugby," said Campbell, "You
can ~at the hell out of each
other on the field, then sit
around and part~ together
afterwards. That s one advantage of being a club."
The club, like those at m~ny
schools, is supported mamly
through
the
Intramural
Department, but, i~ . also
financed through mdlvldual
members' dues as well as
outside interest groups.

never executed in a game.
Johnson took a few quick
steps back and lobbed the ball to
a pre-designed spot in the endzone, while Hinton jetted out
there, picking up the ball almost
a~ it came almost directly over
his head.
"We've been working on that
for two years," said Johnson.
In those two years, Hinton has
polished his natural speed and
qUickness, learned the Saluki
pass routes. and learned how to
catch the ball.
He welcomed the conversion
to wide receiver.
kind of liked the idea." he
said after practice Monday. He
said the coaches made the
switch "because of my speed
and we were stacked on
defensive backs and didn't have
so many wide receivers."
Hinton's progress hasn't
surprised Dempsey, who said
that Johnson goes to Hinton so
often because the coaches are
calling it that way.
"Br's not doing any differrnt
than I thought he could do,"
said Drmpsey. "Hr's getting
better at running his routes.
He's a tough kid too, and he can
block."
Naturally Hinton agrees with
the Salukis' emergence as a
passing team. Johnson has
thrown more than 40 times in
three games, ard with 84
completions seem:; a cinch to
break his own record of 119, set
just last year.

:'1

SIUC INTRAMU.AL SPORTS
sponsors

". think we knew it was
coming on last year," Hinton
said. "We got a good group of
receivers and a good quarterback."
Minton usually lines up to the
wide side of the field, and
usually located the defensive
back about \0 vards away. With
4.5 speed, dnd a prominent
place on the SIU-C track team.
Hinton keeps cornerbacks on
their heels.
"They just back up on me
most of the time." he said.
Because of that, Hinton has
made a living catching short
turnaround passes and turning
them into 10 to 15-yard gains by
calling upon his old tailback
mo\'es.
At 5-11 and 168 pounds though,
he takes his shots making
catches over the middle.
"I have to work on my
strength," he says, while eyeing
a possible professional career.
Hinton is one of a handful of
Salukis with hopes, albeit dim
ones, of playing pro hall.

-..-< ,......

Men and Women

SRC Info. Desk

• 51 South-Carltondal.

MAINE LOBSTER
FLORIDA RED SNAPPER
.. Lovers of authentic Chinese food
always come back to Chen's"
OPIN 7 DAYS
Hn: Mon.Thun '.lOp'"
.rl-Sat 5-11p",
Sun. Noon-lOp",

.for carryouta '.
call "'-7231 •

Men's
Women's
Mixed Doubles

ELIGIBLE: All slue
students who have paid
any portion of the Recreation Fee. All Faculty/Staff
& spouses who have paid the SRe
Use Fe~. Former Intercollegiate
Badminton team members must play in
Open Division.

Strikers plan exhibition game
covering more than 60 percent
of the nation's homes. The
games will be blacked out for a
35-mile radius unless sold out.
"We regret very much that
the regular NFL season is in
jeopardy," Ted Turner. the
Turner Broadcasting System
board chairman. said in a

.EGISTRATlON: Sign up prior to the entry due date
at the SRC Info. Desk, A $1 Forfeit Fee required.

Pa~NBnNG:5:OOpm, lO/E..Ibn. l58SRC
EVENT
ENT.IES DUE PLAT BEGIN
Sing'es (men. Women) Oct. J J. 5:00 pm

~:pa:~~t;t~e~:~'~~~:;r'e[o

~~~~~~;ng .I.ith ~~~~~~al~~;
professional competition
S

Doubles {men, Women)Ocf. 18. 5:00pm

1~5i;X=ediDioiU=b=,=es====N=0;V;.;1,;5;:;00;;p;m;;Iiiiifi:i====.
I

ehiropractic

quoodard

Dr. Brian E. VVoodard
CHIROPRACTOR
Hours By Appointment
604 Eastgate Drive
P.O. Box 3424
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

OFFICE (618) 529-4645
After Hours Emergency

l

16181457·8776

Tonight:

I

r-~
315 S. ""no's Ave.
529-385'

SmallBar
Getoverthe \\~Mp
AtTJ'swith
~
Watermelon
,
Wednesdays 75¢ a shot

~~:~::.
25¢ Drafts

COUNTRYsPANCE
ART AUCTION

Satwday. October 2.1982 • 8:00-12:00p.m
Located in the John A. logan Lobby Be Cafeteria
Music by The Mudtt.Jmpers

and

TJ's Happy Hour 3-8 pm

8 .. 10 pm

Bring your own spirits,

INTRAMU.AL SPORTS
sponlOn
BADMINTON TOU.NAMENTS
(Novi,., Interm"late,
Advane" & Open Divisions)

"I'm glad he came along."
said Hinton. "He takes some of
the pressure off me. I don't get
double teamed so much. Tonv
Adams (the Saluki split end) is
coming alor:g too."

through these NFLPA all-star
games."
The players association,
which represents the NFL's
1,500 players. went on strike on
The games ...ill be br!l8dcast Sept. 21 followi.lg the breaknationally by tb~ 1 urner down of negotiations on a new
Broadcasting System and a collective bargaining
network of 73 television stations agreement with the league.

SINGLES TOURNAMENT

PlE-TOU.NAMENT MEnlNG 5:00 pm
Wednesday, 10/6, Room 158 SRe
ENTRIES CLOSE: 5:00 pm Mon. 10/11

The emergence of tight end
Pierre Pugh has len Hinton on
his own more often. Pugh is the
Sa lukis'
second
leadi ng
receiver with 16 catches.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
striking National Football
League Players Association on
Tuesday formally announced
plans for a potential 19-9ame
series of all-star games - but
said it hari a stadium lease only
for the first one, here on Oct. 10.
Although union officials say
they have "locked up" 19
stadiums, they admit they have
only signed a contract for the
one at RFK Stadium. A contract
for the second game, tentatively
set for Monday night, Oct. 11. at
Franklin Field in Philadelphia,
is expected to be signed on
Wednesday.

un. .... •. • • ACQUETlALL

CRAFT

WORKS

C,oll,,;ntl,
Heine~en
S eClal

'111"'"
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Ladies Drink
Free Champagne 10-11

.

Exhihit OIwning
(ktobeT 2.7 OOp.rn.
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Athletics are part
of education,
says Swinburne
B,· Jackie Rodgers
SPorts Editor

CrOlS country team members KevlD Starman,
left. and Tom Breen, botb from the United

Kingdom, have adapted to life in Southern
Illinois.

arriers run far from home,
but through the barriers
By Dean Kirk
Staff Writer

Not only does the sm-c
cross country team have
seven runners from Illinois
and one from Missouri, but it
also has a couple from the
United Kingdom as well.
Tom Breen is a junior from
Downpatrick. County Down.
Northern Ireland majoring in
commercial recreation and
park
and
community
recreation.
Kevin Stunnan is a native
of Cheam, Surrey, England.
As a freshman. he has
recently experienced much of
what Breen went through two
years ago.
Breen discovered SIU-C
through Paul and Jerry
Craig, two former Saluki
cross country and track
members from Derry,
Ireland, who ran for SIU-C in
the 70s. Through them Lew
Hartzog, then SIU-C's cross
country coach, found out
about Breen and, as Breen
said, "took a gamble on me."
Breen, who began running
when he was 14, was working
as an electrical engineering
apprentice when he decided
to attend SlU-C "U I didn't
take the opportunity, I'd
regret it in later years," he
said.
Cross country and the 3,000meter race were the main
events he competed in at De
LaSalle High School in
Ireland. At SIU-C he competes in the steeplechase and
5,000 and 10,000- meters.
Breen came to the United
States in August, 1980. Before
then the farthest he had
traveled was to the West
German state of Bavaria.
Italy was the farthest
Sturman had ever gone from
Cheam before he arrived in

the United States on Aug. 23.
Sturman began running
competitively when he was
15. His f1eet-footedness was
recognized by John Vernon,
thf: chairman of the running
club Sturman belongs to in
Cheam and a former Saluki
All-American in the long
vault and triple jump. Vernon
wrote to Athletics Director
Lew Hartzog and put Sturman's
name
forward.
Originally David Swain, a
friend of Sturman's from
Wallington was to have gone
to SIU-C but, but he changed
his mind decided to attend
Arkansas instead. In bis
place Sturman went.
In England he competed in
the 1,500, 3,000 and 5,000meter events which, with the
exception of the 3,000, he also
plans to compete in for SIU-C
during track season.
Like Breen, Sturman was
also an electrical engineering
apprentice. But after two and
a half years, "I lost interest
in it," he said. "I realize<! I
didn't want to do it
)JI"ofessionally ." It was at this
time he decided he wanted to
make some contribution to
sports.
When he first arrived in
Carbondale, Sturman sufferred jet lag and had to
adjust to the time difference
between Carbondale and
Cheam. He also had to get
used to the size of campus.
And he bad to adjust to the
heat and humidity of
Southern Illinois, just as
Breen did when he first
arrived.
"It was a killer," Breen
said, refering to the Southern
Dlinois climate. .reland, he
said, doesn't get such extreme heat and cold.
Besides climate Breen also
had to litet used to the

environment, and, like
Sturman. the time change as
well.
But during the two years
he's been in the United
States, Breen has become
accustomed to life at SIU-C.
He said he received a lot of
help from teammates who
showed him everything from
building locations to now to
register. They also provided
him with some social life.
Sturman also has become
accustomed thanks to Breen,
his suite-mates in Schneider
Hall and roommate David
,Behm, also a freshman and
member of the cross country
team. "He's helped me a lot,"
Sturman said.
Both Sturman and Breen
have praise for cross country
coach Bill CorneD who came
to SIU-C 21 years ago from
England, received
his
baChelors' and masters'
degrees and was a three-time
All-American in track and
cross country.
"He's been a great help,"
Sturman said. He also said
CorneD gives a runner confidence when beset by
physical, academic or
emotional problems. "He
gets you to appreciate the
fact that studying comes
first, then athletics, then
social life."
Sturman said he misses his
girlfriend and his parents.
Breen, a married man, also
misses his parents along with
the mountains and sea
breezes of the coast near his
home.
But for now, the only
breezes they bear is the wind
blowing in their t:ars as they
run the long, lonely miles a
distance runner encounters.

Six representatives Crom SIU·
C gave testmony T':Iesday t~ a
subcommittee
10house
vestigating intercollegiate
athletics in Illinois.
The subcommittee. which
met in Champaign, is headed by
Rep. Dennis Hastert, ROswego. It is looking into the
usage of state-Cunded dallars for
athletics programs.
Hastert said too much emphasis is put on winnin~ in
college sports. and not enough
on education in the university
system in Illinois.
Bruce Swinburne. vice
president for student affairs.
delivereri the introductory
remarks for SIU-C. He said.
"Athletics at SIU·C is one part
of a pl~n to provide educational
opportunities outside as well as
inside
the
traditional
classroom."
Swinburne also said. "It is my
b<~lief that. with the exception of
f:lose harsh lessons which are
taught through the harshness or
the generosity of life itself.
there are no more powerful
educational experiences than
those taught through intercollegiate athletics."
Swinburnp said that SIU-C
was the first university in·
terviewed at the hearing, and
that the six SIU-C representatives - Athletics Directors
Lew Hartzog and Charlotte
West, women's tennis Coach
Judy Auld, men's basketball
Coach Allen Van Winkle anti
administrative assistant Reggie
Shand - testified for about an
hour and 20 minutes.
Swinburne said that after the
remarks
were
opening
presented, the subcommittee
questioned the SIU-C contingent

on areas of scholarship.
graduation ratio of scholarship
athletes, sports drorped at SIUC and the footbal program's
change to Division I·AA status.
Swinburne said he felt very
comfortable with the atmosphere at the hearings. The
controversial topics of state·
funded universities being
allowed to recruit only athletes
from illinoiS and limiting
competition of state schools
agamst other state schools
never came up. Swinburne said.
despite the fact that these are
philosophies Hastert has said he
supports.
'I guess 1 could call myself a
bit of an historian." Swinburne
said. "Dollars are tight -- a
very similar situation happened
to higher education in the 1930s.
But those universities that were
under attack in the '30s
emerged as the great in·
stitutions in the '40s because of
their dhersity. And that is what
athletics offers."
University of Illinois. Western
Illinois. Eastern Illinois and
Illinois-Chicago also gave
testimony to the five-man
subcommittee.
West said that if Cact-finding
was the intent of the hearings.
then she applauds the in·
vestigation. She said that if
there was another purpose, then
its intent evades her.
"Basically, they are concerned with the amount of
educational dollars poured into
athletics," Swinburne said. "I
tried to stress that intercollegiate athletics is important because of its
educational benefits."
The findings of the subcommittee report, for which
investigations began last
summer, should be available in
two to three weeks.

Ruggers play hard on, offfield
By Brian tliggins
Staff Writer

On and off the field, the SIU-C
Men's Itugby Club goes at it
hard.
And whether they're beating
up their opponents during a
match or socializing with them
afterwards, the ruggers always
strive to do their opposition one
better.
Following a season opening 43 WID against SI. Louis
University, the ruggers were
clipped 12-6 by a persistent
University of Illinois squad this
past weekend to even their
record at 1-1&
"The Illinois game was real
close," said elub President Rob
Campbell. "We've always had a
real strong rivalry. The game
was played evenly. and could've
gone either way."

It went the Illini's way.
however, after SIU-C broke on

!~~:~::sa rr~:lhYa~;~kIflfi~~i:

came back with a penalty kick
to knot the score, but went
ahead 9-3 after a successful try
and an extra point. The teams
traded penalty kicks to conclude the scoring in the first
round match of the Union
Tournament
The ruggers will travel to
Springfield this weekend to
compete in the tournament's
second round. Their first match
in the losers' bracket will pit
them against Western Illinois.
"I don't see too much problem
with beating Western,' Campbell said. "We may have some
competition in the finals of the
losers' bracket, thou~h."
See RUGGERS, Page 19

NL East title belongs to the Cardinals
By Paul LeBar
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Much like
putting together the pieces of a
jigsaw puzzle, Whitey Herzog
has assembled a winning
combir.ation for the S1. Louis
. -' Cardinals.
The club he steered Monday
night to the title in the National
League East bears little
resemblance to the one he
inherited in June 1980_
Herzog, displeased by the
club he saw finish 14 games
under .500 his first year. E!m'barked immediately on a major
overhaul.
Page 20. Daily Egyptian, September

At baseball's winter meetings
in December 1980 he traded off
13 players and received 10 in
return. The deals. including one
which landed him relief star
Bruce Sutter, helped but not
enough.
Herzog's response to last
year's second-plaee finish
during a strike-imposed split
season was to continue to stir
the pot.
He acquired speedy Lonnie
Smith from the Cleveland Indians only hours after the young
outfielder had been dealt there
by the Philadelphia Phillies. He
also obtained shortstop Ozzie
Smith from the San Diego
29, 1982

Padres.
The transactions for the
Smiths were not the only moves
Herzog made in his dual
capacity as the Cards' general
manager.
Just before the 1981 strike he
picked up right-hander Joaquin
Andujar. He already had catchers Gene Tenaee and Darrell
Porter, the latter whom he
signed as a free agent. Otlier
deals were for lesser knowns.
including outfielder Willie
McGee, a New York Yankc!t!S
farmhand.
Once Herzog had ass~mbled
the parts he desired, he iound it
necessary to tamper very little

with st. Louis' first winning
product since 1968.
During a campaign marked
most of all by consistency. St.
Louis has put together winning
streaks of eight and six games
and yet never lost more than
three times in a row .
A major reason is Herzog's
use of his personnel. By constantly shufl1ing his lineup. he
minimized the impact of
inevitable player injuries. The
club's overall speed helped 193 stolen bases - but the real
surprise has been pitching.
As Andujar and Bob Forsch,
whose lon~evity on the club

makes him the senior member.
were winning 15 games apiece.
a trio of rookies did more thim
antiCipated.
One was left-hander Dave
LaPoint. the winner Monday
night with relief help from Doug
Bair and Sutter_ He won nine. as
did rookie right-hander John
Stuper. In addition. relief
newcomer Jeff Lahti won five.
Probably not since the
Chicago White Sox won the
American League nag in 1959
has a winning club lacked
power as the Cards, who have
hit only 64 home runs.
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